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Abstract 
This study examines phonological processes from a diachronic view in the understudied West 
Bahnaric language Oy, Inthii village variety, Attapeu Province, Lao PDR. The paper, based on 
1800 lexical entries collected from two speakers, provides an expansion of Sidwell & Jacq’s 
(2003) phonological sketch of Oy and their observations on its historical development. This 
study covers lenition of main syllable onsets, diphthongization processes, r/l contrast, 
development of velar clusters, and nasal minor syllables. The appendix provides phonetic and 
phonological transcriptions of all entries with English and Lao glosses and links to the 
recordings. 
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1 Introduction 
West-Bahnaric Oy or Oi is an unwritten, understudied Austroasiatic language spoken in Lao PDR, Attapeu 
Province (Sidwell & Jacq 2003:26) by approximately 23,500 speakers (Ministry of Planning and Investment, 
Lao Statistics Bureau 2015). Although nearly all speakers are fluent in the national language Lao, Oy is in 
vigorous oral use (Eberhard, Simons, & Fennig 2019). Linguistic descriptions are limited to two wordlists 
(Prachakij-karacak 1919; Thomas 1978), a preliminary grammatical questionnaire (Kommala 1978), a brief 
phonological account provided by Sidwell & Jacq (2003), who note that many distinctive phonological 
features are not found uniformly among the community’s speakers, and a full synchronic phonological 
account of the Oy variety spoken in Inthii village, along with a comparison to three other Oy varieties 
(Daniell 2019). 
The present study1 provides an expansion of Daniell’s (2019) findings from a diachronic perspective, 
such as diphthongization of Proto-West Bahnaric (PWB) *o to [au~əu] before glottal codas identified by 
Sidwell and Jacq (2003). The larger corpus also allows expansion on Sidwell & Jacq’s (2003:27f) previous 
observations regarding the development of PWB modal voiced and glottalized stops, lenition of main 
syllable onsets in sesquisyllables, context-independent variation of the liquids r and l, a weak tendency for 
the high PWB vowels *ii and *uu to diphthongize and thus merge with the historical diphthongs, and the 
splitting of *kl onsets realized as kl, tl, gl, d, b, mb across the area. 
Data are drawn from audio recordings of 1800 items collected in 2018 in Attapeu Town from two native 
speakers of Inthii village (Lao name ອິນທີ, coordinates 14°44’32.9”N 106°40’15.1”E) in Sanamxay District, 
Attapeu Province. The full word list was recorded from a twenty-one-year old bilingual Oy-Lao female who 
has some knowledge of French and Vietnamese. A thirty-one-year old male who speaks Lao fairly well and 
claims to also understand the West Bahnaric languages Cheng and Laveh/Brao was available for only the 
first 500 words and for selected words from the rest of the list. All recordings are made available via Zenodo 
(DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3272766). Phonetic and phonological transcriptions of all entries are presented in the 
appendix with English and Lao glosses. 
                                                          
1  I would like to thank the two anonymous reviewers and Paul Sidwell for their invaluable feedback. 
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2 Previous research 
The internal classification of West, Central, North and East Bahnaric (Sidwell & Jenny 2015) is defined by 
different sound changes within Proto-Bahnaric; the West Bahnaric branch, comprising Oy, Jru’ (Laven), Juk, 
Su’, Nyaheun, The, Sok, Sapuan, Cheng, Brao, Laveh, Krung, and Kravet (Sidwell 2009) underwent a *sʔ > 
t change (Sidwell 2002:21). Bahnaric languages in general are conservative in their word structure, mostly 
following the proto-Austroasiatic pattern of robust sesquisyllabicity (Sidwell and Jacq 2003:33); West 
Bahnaric Nyaheun is a notable exception, having undergone extensive monosyllabicization (Davis 1970; 
Sidwell 2014b:679). 
Proto-West Bahnaric is reconstructed as having voiced and voiceless oral stops, modal and glottalized 
sonorants, and fricatives *s and *h, with some evidence for PWB glottalized voiced stops (Sidwell and Jacq 
2003). Some West Bahnaric languages, including Oy, retain optional minor syllable rhotic or nasal codas 
(Sidwell & Jacq 2003:33).  
Sidwell & Jacq’s (2003) presentation of Oy main syllable onsets, purposefully broad to encompass the 
encountered variation, comprises thirty-one contrastive consonants, including voiceless and (sometimes 
weakly prenasalized) voiced oral stops, strongly prenasalized voiced oral stops that alternate with 
preglottalized stops, modal nasals, preglottalized nasals that alternate with preglottalized voiced stops, and 
liquids, glides and fricatives, as seen in Table 1. The main syllable coda inventory is limited to voiceless oral 
stops, plain nasals, liquids, glides, and fricatives. Vowels as seen in Table 2 include monophthongs 
distinguished by length and a three-way contrast regarding height and backness, and the three diphthongs ia, 
ɨa and ua. 
Table 1: Main syllable onsets and codas (from Sidwell & Jacq 2003:27) 
  Onsets: 
p t c k ʔ 
b ~ mb d ~ ⁿd ɟ ~ ᶮɟ g ~ ᵑg  
mb ~ ʔb nd ~ ʔd ɲɟ ~ ʔɟ ŋg ~ ʔg  
m n ɲ ŋ  
ʔm ~ ʔb ʔn ~ ʔd ʔɟ ~ ʔɟ ʔŋ ~ ʔg  
w [ʋ] l       r j   
ʔw [ʔʋ] ʔl     ʔr ʔj   
 s   h 
     
Codas: 
p t c k ʔ 
m n ɲ ŋ  
w r [r ~ ɾ] j l [ɬ ~ ɰ ~ ɨ ~ ə]  
  ç h  
 
Table 2: Oy main syllable vowel inventory (from Sidwell & Jacq 2003:27) 
ii ɨɨ uu  i ɨ u  iə ɨə uə 
ee əə oo  e ə o ~ au     
ɛɛ aa ɔɔ  ɛ a ɔ     
 
Sidwell & Jacq’s (2003) account of phonological variation and overlap between prenasalized stops and 
preglottalized nasals, which both vary with preglottalized voiced stops (2003:27) prompts more investigation 
by Daniell (2019), who identifies additional aspirated plosives, voiceless nasals and voiceless approximants. 
While these segments are reconstructed as clusters with h (Sidwell & Jacq 2003), they are interpreted as 
modified single phonemes by Daniell (2019) as seen in Table 3, analogous to the voiced/voiceless contrast of 
the stop system. Minimal and near-minimal sets of initial consonants (marked in bold letters) are shown in 
Table 4. 
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Table 3: Main syllable onsets (from Daniell 2019) 
 bilabial alveolar palatal velar glottal 
plosive p   pʰ  b t   tʰ  d c  ɟ k   kʰ g ʔ 
nasal ˀm m̥  m ˀn  n̥  n ˀɲ  ɲ ˀŋ  ŋ̊  ŋ  
fricative  s   h 
approximant ˀw  w ˀl  l̥   l 
ˀr  r̥   r 
ˀj  j   
 
Table 4: Near-minimal sets for Oy initial consonants 
paŋ ‘to close the 
door’ 
taŋ ‘joint’ cam ‘to wait’ kɨn ‘to think’ ʔam ‘to give’ 
     
pʰuŋ ‘murky’ tʰaj ‘manioc, cassava, 
tapioca’ 
 kʰum ‘to urge’ ham ‘salty’ 
     
buŋ ‘pimple on body’ daŋ ‘to look for’ ɟaŋ ‘to aim’ gəm ‘entrap between 
legs’ 
 
     
ˀmaŋ ‘block, cover’2 ˀnaw ‘half a unit’ ˀɲaːn ‘reach out’ ˀŋaːm ‘be sweet’  
     
m̥un ‘annoyed, rude’ n̥aw ‘when’  ŋan ‘to sleep’  
     
maŋ ‘night’ nɨŋ ‘northward’ ɲaːŋ ‘cicada’ ŋaw ‘often’ sam ‘to rest’ 
     
ˀraj ‘a red fruit’ ˀlɔːŋ ‘petiole, stalk of 
leaf’ 
ˀjɔŋ ˀjɛc ‘swing’ ˀwɛː ‘toward 
north/south’ 
 
     
r̥ɔŋ ‘neck’ l̥an ‘stuck (in throat)’    
     
ram ‘to shiver’ laŋ ‘be hard’ juːŋ ‘tie bell around 
cattle neck’ 
wan ‘jungle plant’  
 
Glottalized articulations range from full glottal closure and release to creakiness affecting at least part of an 
adjacent segment. For a fuller discussion with examples, see Daniell (2019). Rhotics are realized as flaps or 
trills in all positions in the word, with extensive inter- and intra-speaker variation. Daniell’s (2019) analysis 
of Oy’s coda inventory does not differ from Sidwell & Jacq’s (2003), except in that the final palatal fricative 
ç is interpreted as a voiceless palatal approximant ȷ̊ due to its lack of stridency (see also section 3.5). This 
segment developed from final *s in PWB (e.g., *tuus > tuːȷ̊ ‘head’), resulting in complementary distribution 
of initial s and final ȷ̊ in modern Oy. 
Oy main syllable onsets include consonant clusters of a restricted set of obstruents followed by r or l, as 
exemplified in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Consonant cluster examples (C1 in top row; C2 in leftmost column) 



























     
 
Sidwell & Jacq’s minor syllable onsets are limited to oral stops which lack voicing contrast, modal nasals m 
and n, the rhotic, and fricatives s and h (2003:27). Daniell’s (2019) analysis of minor syllable onsets includes 
                                                          
2  From the Lao ບັງ baŋ. 
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voiceless oral stops with predictable voicing before homorganic voiced stop main syllable onsets, alveolar 
and velar voiceless plosives in common Lao loans, palatal and velar nasals as in ɲᵃnim ‘whetstone, 
grindstone’ and ŋ̩kap ‘somewhat’, and the liquid l as found in lᵃŋok ‘kind of mushroom’. Oy minor syllables 
may have a final rhotic or nasal (Sidwell & Jacq 2003:28). The latter is homorganic with the initial 
consonant of the following main syllable, with velar nasals preceding both velar and glottal main syllable 
onsets (Daniell 2019). 
3 Phonological processes in Inthii Oy 
Oy phonological processes illuminated by diachronic analysis are patterns of nasal minor syllables, variation 
of r and l, onset stop lenition, the realization of velar onset clusters, and patterns relating to diphthongs and 
monophthongs. 
3.1 Nasal minor syllables 
In modern Inthii Oy, minor syllables with nasal onsets and epenthetic vowels [Na̯] and optionally 
preglottalized syllabic nasals [(ʔ)N̩] are in complementary distribution. The occurrence of syllabic nasals is 
limited to following homorganic main syllable obstruent onsets, while a nasal followed by an epenthetic 
vowel precedes main syllable sonorant onsets. The data provide one instance of inter-speaker variation in 
which both forms are valid: Speaker 1 realizes mᵃli ‘jackfruit’ as [ma̯liː], for Speaker 2 it is [m̩liː]. An 
exception in which an epenthetic vowel precedes a stop is mᵃʔɨʔ [ma̯ʔɨʔ] ‘squash, pumpkin’ for Lao makʔɨʔ 
‘pumpkin’. The overall pattern renders forms like the following: 
 
 Syllabic nasal before stops and fricatives:  
  [m̩bɔːk] ‘tree bark’  
  [n̩tiaŋ] ‘catfish’  
  [n̩saːj] ‘fishing rod’ 
 
 Nasal + epenthetic vowel elsewhere:  
  [mə̯nɨmː] ‘mountain’  
  [nə̯naː] ‘herd’  
  [ma̯mec] ‘none at all’  
  [ma̯ɾiaʔ] ‘same, likewise’  
 
Syllabic nasals are considered minor syllables because they resemble other minor syllables in duration 
and intonatory patterns, i.e. the main syllable being of a relatively higher pitch than the minor syllable. This 
is illustrated by the pair [m̩paːŋ] ‘bitter green gourd’ and [sa̯paːŋ] ‘hut’; their spectrograms, with pitch in blue 
and the minor syllables outlined by red cursors, are shown in Figures 1 and 2. In [m̩paːŋ] (Figure 1), the 
syllabic nasal has a duration of 182 ms, which is even longer than the [sa̯] of [sa̯paːŋ] (Figure 2) at 155 ms. 
Both tokens show similar pitch patterns: the syllabic nasal has relatively low pitch at 209 Hz compared to the 
235 Hz pitch of the mainsyllable [aː], and the minor syllable [sa̯] of has a lower pitch of 210 Hz compared to 
229 Hz in the main syllable. 
 
Figure 1 Spectrogram of [m̩paːŋ] ‘bitter green gourd’ 
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Figure 2 Spectrogram of [sa̯paːŋ] ‘hut’ 
 
 
There are two possible analyses, both with merit, for the patterning of minor syllables with syllabic nasals 
and nasals with epenthetic vowels. One is to only interpret nasals followed by an epenthetic vowel as nasal 
minor syllable onsets. For the syllabic nasals with optional preglottalization, this analysis would posit an 
underlying glottal stop onset and a nasal coda, ʔN. Thus they follow the pattern of other nasal-final minor 
syllables where the final nasal is the syllabic element of the minor syllable, as in smbaːn [sm̩baːn] ‘cloth’ and 
cndəŋ [cn̩dəŋː] ‘to run’. In this context it should be noted that the data corpus available for this study does 
not account for contrast between preglottalized vs. smooth syllabic nasal presyllables; they are in free 
variation; see Speaker 1 [ˀm̩pɨah] and Speaker 2 [m̩pɨah] ‘side, half’. The other possible analysis is to 
consider [Na̯] and [(ʔ)N̩] as context-dependent forms of the same underlying construction, a nasal minor 
syllable, realized as a syllabic nasal or with an epenthetic vowel depending on the main syllable onset. The 
differing acceptable forms of [ma̯liː] and [m̩li] ‘jackfruit’ may signal that for modern Oy, the two nasal 
minor syllable forms are underlyingly the same. 
These minor syllables originate from complex PWB obstruent onsets ʔN, such as *ʔmbil > [ˀm̩bɪwː] 
‘tamarind’, *ʔntəːk > [ˀn̩tɨːk] ‘turtle’ and *ʔnsɨɨ > [n̩sɨː] ‘big bamboo’. Some [Na̯] forms are the result of a 
PWB voiced stop assimilating to a following nasal and gaining an epenthetic vowel: *bnɨm > [ma̯nɨmː] 
‘mountain’, *bnus > [ma̯nuȷ̊] ‘person’, and *bnuːɲ > [ma̯nuːⁱɲ] ‘beak’. The same process of stop-to-nasal 
assimilation is seen synchronically in pairs with the nominalizing {-n-} infix; for example, [ɟɪmː] ‘sharpen’ 
and [ɲa̯nɪmː] ‘whetstone’. So while it can be seen that the forms have differing historical origins, their 
development has resulted in complementary distribution in the modern language. 
3.2 Variation of r and l 
The previously-described context-independent variation of [r] and [l] in some Oy areas (Sidwell & Jacq 
2003) is limited to minor syllables in Inthii Oy. Liquids are fully contrastive as main syllable onsets, as seen 
in the following minimal and near-minimal pairs: 
 
 rah [rah] ‘unroll’  lah [lah] ‘slice open’ 
 raː [raː] ‘classifier (people)’ laː [laː] ‘request’ 
 tram [tramː] ‘to soak’   tlam [tlamː] ‘hundred’ 
 kur [kʊr] ‘dove’  ʔul [ʔʊlː] ‘slimy toad’ 
In minor syllables, the rhotic is restricted to r main syllable onsets, while l occurs elsewhere: 
 
 rᵃraːw ‘wash dishes’ 
 rᵃroh ‘do laundry’ 
 lᵃŋoːk ‘kind of mushroom’ 
 lᵃweːŋ lᵃwaːŋ ‘windy’ 
 lᵃloːŋ ‘shin’ 
 
Interchangeability between r and l is found only in the PWB cluster onset *s(r)l which appears to have 
changed to both l̥ and r̥ in modern Oy. The available examples are as follows: 
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 *sleew > l̥eːw ‘flow, float’ 
 *s(r)laap > l̥aːp ‘feather’ 
 *sliaŋ > r̥iaŋ ‘slippery’ 
 *srleeŋ > r̥eːŋ ‘straw’ 
 
The following vowel is not the determining factor, as seen in see l̥eːw ‘float’ and r̥eːŋ ‘straw’. The word 
class is not either, since l̥aːp ‘feather’ and r̥eːŋ ‘straw’ are both nouns but undergo different processes. Both 
of the words whose onsets become rhotic have final velar nasals; this phenomenon may be related to the 
bunching of the dorsum that has been observed in molar or bunched rhotics (Catford 2001) in environments 
with a velar fricative. More data and research are needed. 
One additional instance of interaction between r and l is the development of *brɨɨ ‘chew’, which 
Speaker 1 produces as [ˀlɨa] and Speaker 2 as [bɾɨɐ]. PWB *b appears to have been reduced to glottal closure, 
while the liquid [l] is likely to be a reflex of PWB *r. However, this particular realization of *br by Speaker 1 
is atypical, as she usually realizes *br as [br/bɾ] in all other occurrences, as seen in the realization of PWB 
*brah as [bɾah] ‘spirit’. 
3.3 Onset weakening 
Sidwell & Jacq’s “lenition (mostly limited to voicing of voiceless stops) of main syllable initial stops in 
sesquisyllabic words” (2003:27) in Inthii Oy can be viewed from both diachronic and synchronic 
perspectives. Historically, there are examples of voicing as follows (all reconstructed forms are from the 
Proto-West Bahnaric dictionary in Sidwell & Jacq 2003): 
 
*tkɔɔj > tᵃguaj ‘horn’ 
*pcuar > pᵃɟuar ‘to plow’ 
*ckaw > cᵃgaw ‘bear’ 
 
Modern Inthii Oy main syllable-initial voiceless stops generally do not lenite in prefixed forms any 
longer, as seen in kuːm [kuːm] ‘to sit’ vs. pᵃkuːm [pa̯kuːm] ‘to seat’ or caʔ [caʔ] ‘beautiful, handsome’ vs. 
pᵃcaʔ [pa̯caʔ] ‘to beautify’. Only a few lenited forms with voiced onsets in prefixed forms exist, the first 
example of which also features spirantization: 
 
keːt [keːt] ‘be dirty’ pᵃgeːt [pa̯ɣeːt] ‘make dirty’ 
kuj [kuj] ‘to sleep’ pᵃguj [pa̯ᵑgujː] ‘cause to sleep’ 
ceːn [ceːn]‘cooked’ pᵃɟeːn [pa̯ᶮɟeːn] ‘make cooked’ 
 
PWB glottalized stops lose their glottal element and are weakened in several ways in modern Oy. This 
occurs not only in main syllable onsets following a minor syllable but also in compounds. In the Inthii data, 
*ʔp and *ʔc are found only as main syllable onsets following a minor syllable, where they weaken to 
homorganic approximants w and j, as in *tʔpɛh > tᵃwɛh ‘to pound rice’ and *kʔcah > kᵃjah ‘charcoal’). 
Similarly, *ʔb changes to modal b word-initially, with further lenization to w in medial position, surfacing as 
[w] or [ʋ], e.g. *ʔbɔɔk > bɔːk [bɔːk] ‘white’; *kʔbuat > kᵃwuat [ka̯wuat] ‘bamboo shoot’; *tʔbuan > tᵃwuan 
[ta̯ʋuan] ‘to light fire’. PWB *ʔt and *ʔd do not lose their stop feature in any environment but weaken to a 
voiced oral stop, seen in examples like *ʔtaŋ > daŋ ‘bitter’; *ʔtɨɨʔ  > dɨaʔ ‘to vomit’; *sʔtɨɨŋ > sᵃdɨːŋ ‘thin’; 
and *cʔdiiŋ  > cᵃdiːŋ ‘rainbow’.  
The data available for this study do not allow for establishing contrast of weak and strong 
prenasalization of oral stops corresponding respectively to PWB modal voiced and glottalized stops as 
observed by Sidwell & Jacq (2003:27). Firstly, the PWB bilabial and palatal glottalized oral stops are only 
observable word-medially where they are lenited to approximants, as previously mentioned. Secondly, PWB 
alveolar and velar glottalized stops *ʔt, *ʔd and *ʔg have retained their stop feature but have lost the glottal 
element, weakening to voiced stops in Inthii Oy. There is no perceptible difference between the modern 
reflexes of PWB glottalized stops and PWB modal voiced stops; modern Inthii Oy forms corresponding to 
PWB *ʔt, *ʔd and *d are all realized as voiced stop [d], and the one item available for PWB voiced 
glottalized velars, *ʔgoh, shows a voiced stop in [gauh] ‘long’. To illustrate the merger of *ʔt and *d to the 
voiced stop, images of the historical minimal set *ʔtaŋ ‘bitter’ and *daŋ ‘look for’ are given in Figures 3 and 
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4, both of which surface in modern Inthii Oy as dan [daŋː]. Both stops are fully voiced but there is no nasal 
element in either token. The form for PWB *ʔt (Figure 3) has a slightly longer stop duration than the form 
for PWB *d (Figure 4), with 124 ms vs 91 ms. However, this is not found throughout the data. For example, 
the [d] closures in *ʔtəŋ [dəŋː] ‘to hear’ and *den [dənː] ‘be soft’ are respectively 114 ms and 126 ms, with 
the *d onset being slightly longer than the *ʔt onset. Word-medial occurrences are similar in duration; for 
example, the [d] closures in *kʔtaam [ka̯daːm] ‘crab’ and *kdaaŋ [ka̯daːŋ] ‘skirt’ are 65 ms and 64 ms 
respectively. 
 
Figure 3 Waveform and spectrogram of daŋ (*ʔtaŋ) ‘be bitter’ 
 
Figure 4 Waveform and spectrogram of daŋ (*daŋ) ‘look for’ 
 
3.4 PWB *kl, *khl, *gl 
PWB velar onset clusters have a variety of realizations kl, tl, gl, d, b, mb throughout the Oy-speaking area 
(Sidwell & Jacq 2003:27). In modern Inthii Oy, no velar clusters of kl, gl, or kʰl exist; the first elements of 
PWB *kl, *gl and *khl assimilate to the place of the lateral, with aspiration contrast lost by merging to tl but 
voicing contrast retained in dl. Examples showing velar onsets in clusters being assimilated to the alveolar 
medial consonant are *klɛɛ > tlɛː ‘egg’; *khloom > tloːm ‘to blow’; *gləəŋ > dləːŋ ‘water leech’. There is 
one case in which the velar element is simply lost: *klaŋ > laŋ ‘be hard’. 
As for other PWB clusters with velar first elements, PWB *kj onsets are realized with an epenthetic 
vowel in modern Oy, forming sesquisyllables as in *kjɔɔŋ > kᵃjɔːŋ ‘snail’. PWB *kr clusters are unchanged, 
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as in *krɨk > krɨk ‘chest’. In the one example available of a *gr cluster, Inthii Oy shows fronting of the velar 
to a bilabial: *graac > braːc ‘to sow’. 
3.5 Diphthongs and monophthongs 
Diphthongization of PWB *o before glottals is a historical process for some Oy areas (Sidwell & Jacq 
2003:27). This study finds that short front-mid vowel e undergoes the same process, diphthongizing to [ai] in 
the same environment. When the final consonant is h, the resulting sequence eh [aih] does not differ from 
*as aȷ̊ [aȷ̊]. Several items that exemplify these rules follow: 
 
coh  [cauh] ‘to burn (tr.)’ 
kᵃ.joh  [ka̯jauh] ‘to spit’ 
hoʔ  [hauʔ] ‘also’ 
soʔ  [sauʔ] ‘be rotten’ 
pheʔ  [pʰaiʔ] ‘be full, sated’ 
mᵃ.ɲeʔ  [ma̯ɲʲaiʔ] ‘to wink’ 
ceh  [caih] ‘to sneeze’ (*ceh) 
reh [ɾaih] ‘to harrow’ 
 
The “weak tendency for *ii and *uu to diphthongize, merging with the etymological diphthongs” 
(Sidwell & Jacq 2003:27) is confirmed and clarified in this study. All three closed long monophthongs in 
modern Inthii Oy iː, ɨː, and uː pattern predictably with the respective diphthongs ia, ɨa, and ua. Some cases of 
both historical diphthongization and monophthongization are observable, such as *kuam > kuːm ‘to sit’ and 
*siiʔ > siaʔ ‘how many’. The patterns can be observed historically in the case of only iː/ia and uː/ua (since ɨa 
did not exist in PWB), and synchronically with all three pairs. 
The phonemes iː and ia show contrast in all environments in modern Inthii Oy (sets 1-4, 6 in Table 6) 
except before glottal codas, where only ia is permitted. Set (5) in Table 6 shows the development of 
diphthongization in glottal-final syllables. 
Table 6 Patterns of iː, ia 
 Coda Preservation of contrast vs. change Examples PWB 
(1) bilabial Contrast dliːm ‘cool’ 
priam ‘to repair’ 
*gliim 
*prniam 




(3) palatal Contrast ɟiːc ɟuːc ‘scratch, massage’ 
biac ‘tiny pieces’ 
 
(4) velar Contrast dliaŋ ‘hoe’ 
dliːŋ ‘latch’ 
 
(5) glottal Gliding to ia siaʔ ‘how many’ 
tliah ‘to fall’ 
*siiʔ 
*kliih 
(6) Ø Contrast ˀniː ‘be good’ 
ˀmia ‘skin bump’ 
 
 
Vowels uː and ua retain their historical contrast before alveolar and palatal finals, see sets 2 and 3 in 
Table 7. They also contrast in open position as seen in set (6). Set (1) shows that this contrast is neutralized 
preceding bilabial finals, like for PWB velar codas where only the monophthong *uu is reconstructed, see set 
(4). In the context of PWB glottal codas, PWB *uu diphthongizes in Inthii Oy, as seen in set (5), while *uu 
and *ua are merged to the monophthong before bilabials and velars (sets 1 and 4). With PWB velar codas, 
only *uu is found; no contrast of uː and ua preceding velar codas has been innovated in modern Inthii Oy. 
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Table 7 Patterns of uː, ua 
 Coda Preservation of contrast vs. change Examples PWB 
(1) bilabial Merging to monophthong buːm ‘tuber’ 
kuːm ‘to sit (on seat)’ 
*buum 
*kuam 
(2) alveolar Contrast ruat ‘buy’ 
ɟuːt ‘to wipe’ 
*ruat 
*ɟuut 








(5) glottal Gliding to ua ɟuaʔ ‘be sour’ 
luah ‘to flow’ 
*ɟuuʔ 
*luuh 





The vowels uː and ua are contrastive in open syllables, such as in suː ‘leftover’ vs. sua ‘however’. 
Diphthongization is observed for all PWB *uu monophthongs in this environment, as seen in *juu > jua in 
set (6) in Table 7, and also in *kuu > kua ‘be at’ and *truu > trua ‘kapok’. Some instances of monophthong 
uː are a reflex of PWB *ə(l/w) in open syllables, observed in *kʔbəl > kᵃwuː ‘be thick’, *ʔŋəl > ˀŋuː ‘tree 
stump’, and *stəw > sᵃduː ‘pus’. One case of PWB *ɨɨl > uː is seen in *kəjɨɨl > kᵃjuː ‘wind (n)’, but this 
process is irregular, as there is also *trŋɨɨl > trŋɨːw ‘forehead’. Some other instances of open syllable uː may 
have been borrowed, such as drduː ‘flee’, since *duː ‘flee, escape’ is reconstructed for Proto South Bahnaric 
(Sidwell 2000). As well, Oy ˀmuː ‘how much’ may be borrowed from Katuic Kriang muu ‘how much, how 
many’ (L.-Thongkum 2001). 
The diphthong ɨa is a modern Oy innovation in the following environments: *ɨɨ is glided to ɨa before 
glottals (seen in set 5 in Table 8), and occasionally in open syllables (seen in set 6). Elsewhere, it remains a 
monophthong. 
Table 8 Patterns of ɨː, ia 
 Coda Preservation vs. change Examples PWB 
(1) bilabial Monophthong tɨːp ‘reach in’ 
ɲɨːm ‘to weep’ 
*tɨɨp 
*ɲɨɨm 
(2) alveolar Monophthong kɨːt ‘in the habit’ 
ʔɨːr ‘reel in pain’ 
 




(4) velar Monophthong nɨːk ‘mermaid’ 
kᵃdɨːŋ ‘cross over, traverse’ 
 
(5) glottal Glided to ɨa sɨaʔ ‘covered in sticky film’ 
pɨah ‘to split’ 
 
*pɨɨh 
(6) Ø Contrast lɨː ‘make sound’ 




The patterns governing the diphthongization of *ɨɨ in open syllables is unclear from the limited data. All 
available examples of open syllable *ɨɨ and their modern Oy reflexes for both Inthii speakers (given in 
phonetic transcriptions) are shown in Table 9. Five of the eight tokens available for *ɨɨ in open syllables 
show diphthongization to ɨa. PWB *trɨɨ with an initial r cluster shows inter-speaker variation, with [tɾɨː] for 
Speaker 1 and [tɾəɨ] for Speaker 2. This may indicate a sound change still in progress. There is also inter-
speaker variation in the realizations of *brɨɨ, [ˀlɨa] and [brɨɐ] respectively; however, Speaker 1’s realization is 
a break from the usual pattern which inherits PWB *br without change, as in *brah > brah ‘spirit’. 
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Table 9 Examples of PWB *ɨɨ open syllables 
PWB Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Gloss 
*trɨɨ tɾɨː tɾəɨ ‘fish’ 




*klɨɨ tlɨa tlɨɐ ‘tiger’ 
*ʔmɨɨ ˀmɨa ˀmɨa ‘rain (n)’ 
*brɨɨ ˀlɨa bɾɨɐ ‘chew’ 





A possible explanation is that main syllable complex onsets (clusters or modified segments) condition 
the diphthongization; four of the five examples of complex onsets show diphthongization (*trɨɨ > [tɾɨː] being 
the exception). Of the simple main syllable onsets, both lɨɨ and n̩.sɨː retain the monophthong, though jɨa 
breaks this pattern. More data is needed to find a clear pattern. 
Consistent diphthongization is also observable for PWB *ɔɔ changing to ua before final alveolars and 
*j. This process does not occur in open syllables and non-alveolar or *j finals, as seen in *sʔɔɔm > sᵃʔɔːm 
‘fragrant’; *sʔbɔɔ > sᵃwɔː ‘corn’; *ʔbɔɔk > bɔːk ‘white’; *ʔɔɔp > ʔɔːp ‘be narrow’. Examples of historical 
diphthongization are as follows: 
 
*trkɔɔt > trkuat ‘monitor lizard’ 
*mɔɔn > kᵃmuan ‘child of older sibling’ 
*hɔɔn > huan ‘to sprout’ 
*ptɔɔr > pᵃtuar ‘star’ 
*tkɔɔj > tᵃguaj ‘horn’ 
*sɔɔj > suaj ‘tail’ 
4 Summary and Conclusion 
One of the main findings of this study is that the historical development of minor syllables with nasals has 
led to a modern state in which [Na̯] (from PWB voiced stops before nasals) and [(ʔ)N̩] (from PWB *ʔN) are 
in complementary distribution, conditioned by the obstruent status of the main syllable onset. There are two 
valid synchronic analyses: to interpret them as allophonic realizations of a minor syllable consisting of a 
single nasal (this interpretation is supported by inter-speaker variation), or as separate phenomena of nasal-
initial and nasal-final minor syllables. 
Several of the Oy phonological processes described by Sidwell & Jacq (2013:27f) are confirmed and 
expanded upon in this study. Lenition of main syllable voiceless stop onsets in sesquisyllables is seen in 
voicing, but also spirantization. Inthii Oy diphthongization before glottal finals is not limited to *o but 
applies to both *o and *e. Both diphthongization and monophthongization of *ii and *uu are observed, with 
merging or preservation of contrast depending on the syllable rhyme, specifically the place of articulation of 
the coda consonant if one is present. Diphthongization of *ɔɔ to ua before final alveolars and *j is also 
observed. The initial velar element of PWB clusters *kl, *gl and *khl assimilate to the lateral, with *kl and 
*khl merging to tl, and gl becoming dl. 
Sidwell & Jacq’s (2013:27) postulated contrast between strongly and weakly prenasalized voiced stops 
corresponding to historical glottalized and voiced stops does not hold for Inthii Oy. Rather, glottalized stops 
have lost their glottal element and are modal voiced stops in word-initial position, and several have 
weakened to approximants in word-medial position. As well, the liquids r and l do not vary independent of 
context (Sidwell & Jacq 2013:27) but are contrastive in Inthii Oy except in minor syllable position, where r 
occurs only when preceding main syllable initial rhotics, and l occurs elsewhere. 
Many issues remain to be investigated, including sociolinguistic issues such as contact phenomena with 
Lao or other surrounding languages. There is no l/r contrast in Lao, and in the future, it may further influence 
Inthii Oy, which already shows complementary distribution of r and l in the limited environment of minor 
syllable onsets. Further study could also be undertaken to determine Inthii Oy’s degree of conservatism to 
PWB relative to other Oy varieties. 
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Appendix: Word list 
The following Inthii lexemic entries are ordered according to onset, in the following order: p pʰ b t tʰ d c ɟ k 
kʰ g ʔ m̥ m ˀm n̥ n ˀn ɲ ˀɲ ŋ̊ ŋ ˀŋ s h w ˀw l̥ l ˀl j ˀj r̥ r ˀr. Sesquisyllabic items follow entries that begin with a 










Gloss Lao gloss 
p 
     
piːt piːt piːt piːt knife ພ້າ 
piːt ka̯tajː piːt kᵃtaj 
  
scissors ມີດຕັດ 
peːn peːn peːn peːn thresh rice with feet ຍີເຂ້ົາ 
pɛɲː pɛɲ pɛɲː pɛɲ to shoot ຍິງ 
pɛː pɛː pɛː pɛː three (people) ສາມຄົນ 
pɨk pɨk 
  
to fan (with hand-held fan) ວີ 







pɨːr pɨːr pɨːɾ pɨːr flower ດອກໄມ້ 
pət pət pət pət duck ເປັດ 
pək pək 
  
a kind of bamboo ໄມ້ເຮ້ຍ 
pəːk pəːk 
  
to open the door ໄຂ/ເປີດ 
pəːm ɟɾiː pəːm ɟriː 
  
a kind of tree ຕ້ົນໂພ 
pəːŋ pəːŋ pəːŋ pəːŋ cliff ຜາ 





wind up ກູ້ 








miracle, wonder ການອັດສະຈັນ 
paŋː paŋ 
  
to close the door ອັດ 
parː par parː par to fly ບິນ 
paȷ̊ paȷ̊ 
  
gather (vegetables, fruits) ເກັບ 
pah pah pah pah seven (people) ເຈັດຄົນ 
paːm paːm 
  
cylindrical, bamboo fish trap ໄຊ 
paːw paːw 
  










oil (for cooking) ນ້ໍາມັນ 
puʔ puʔ 
  
drink mother's milk ອຸຍ 
pʊr pur 
  
food steamed in banana leaf ຫມົກ 
puȷ̊ puȷ̊ 
  
burn skin ໂພງ 
pʊk puk pok pok fat ມັນ/ໄຂມັນ 
pʊmː pawː pum paw 
  
a leafy plant ໝາກປຸ່ມເປ້ົາ 
puː dən puː dən 
  
soft spot (baby's skull) ຄະມ່ອມ 
puːt puːt 
  
tie a cloth around hair ຄ້ຽນ 
puːr puːr puːr puːr build fire ຈູດ (ຂ້ີເຫຍ້ືອ) 
pauh poh 
  
meet, find ພົບ 
poːt poːt 
  
check on ຈອບ 




pass, reach ກາຍ 






pick off, peel ແກ້ 
pɔŋː pɔŋ pɒŋː pɔŋ throw casting net ຕຶກແຫ 
pɔŋ pɨːŋ pɔŋ pɨːŋ pɔŋ pɨːŋ pɔŋ pɨːŋ spider ແມງມຸມ 
pɔh pɔh 
  
pound stake   





stink bug, shield bug ແມງແຄ້ງ 
piaŋ piaŋ 
  
sticky-rice-flower dessert ຂະໜົມແໝບ 
pɨah pɨah pɨɐh pɨah to split ຜ່າ 
puat puat 
  
chop down ຕັດ 
puan puan puɐn puan four (people) ສ່ີຄົນ 
puar puar puar puar cooked rice ເຂ້ົາສຸກ 
puaȷ̊ puaȷ̊ puaȷ̊ puaȷ̊ calf, lower leg ແຂ່ງ 
puah puah 
  
to thresh rice (with flail) ຟາດເຂ້ົາ 
pɾiː priː pɾiː priː familiar ລ້ຶງເຄີຍ 
pɾɛc prɛc 
  
hide (from police) ລ້ີ 
prɛʔ prɛʔ 
  
chase away ໄລ່ 
pɾɛh prɛh 
  




pɾɨp pa̯tɔːk prɨp pᵃtɔːk 
  
speak with expressions ເວ້ົາໃຫ້ຄ່ອງ 
pɾɨːt prɨːt pɾɨːt prɨːt banana  ໝາກກ້ວຍ 
pɾɨːŋ prɨːŋ 
  






sore, aching ປວດ 
prəːŋ prəːŋ 
  






small worm ຂ້ີກະເດືອນ 
pɾaŋː praŋ 
  
dry season ຍາມແລ້ງ 
prajː praj 
  
to wake someone up ປຸກ 
prah prah 
  









bother, disturb ລົບກວນ 
pɾuːŋ pruːŋ 
  
rice cooked in bamboo ເຂ້ົາຫລາມ 
prauh proh 
  
spew out liquid ປູດນ້ໍາ 
pɾoːⁱc proːc 
  
spit out liquid ປູດນ້ໍາ 
pɾoːŋ proːŋ 
  








pɾɔk pɾiːk prɔk priːk 
  
mix together ປົນກັນ 
prɔh prɔh 
  
keep fish in something ຂັງໄວ້ (ປາ) 
pɾɔh prɔh 
  
reach other side ຮອດຝ່ັງນ້ັນ 
prɔː prɔː 
  
small bitter eggplant ຫມາກແຄ້ງ 
pɾɔːŋ prɔːŋ 
  
store water ເກັບ (ນ້ໍາ) 




to divorce ຢາຮ້າງ 
pɾiam priam 
  
to repair ສ້ອມແປງ 
pɾian prian 
  
to send someone to ໃຊ້ 
pɾiaŋ priaŋ 
  















graze cattle ປ່ອຍ 
plɛc plɛc 
  
drop through hole ປ້ອນລົງ 
plɛʔ plɛʔ 
  
soft (like powder) ອ່ອນ 
plɛːj trɔŋ ɲɔŋː plɛːj trɔŋ ɲɔŋ 
  
a long bitter fruit ໝາກລ້ີນໄມ້ 
pləːk pləːk 
  
to roof, cover ມຸງ 
pləːm pləːm pləːm pləːm land leech ທາກ 
plak plak 
  
guide water ເປງ 
plajː plaj plajː plaj fruit ໝາກໄມ້ 
plaȷ̊ plaȷ̊ 
  
change (clothes) ປ່ຽນເຄ່ືອງ 
plah plah 
  
shatter, crack ແຕກ 
plaː plaː 
  
ear lobe ຕ່ິງຫູ, ຕ້າງຫູ 
plʊt plut 
  
to smoke out   
pluʔ pluʔ 
  
to bark ເຫົາ 
plʊnː plun 
  
tadpole ຮວກ (ລູກກົບ) 
pluːj pluːj 
  
calabash gourd ຫມາກນ້ໍາເຕ້ົາ 
plɔʔ plɔʔ 
  






release (a person) ປ່ອຍ 
pluaʔ pluaʔ 
  
be young ຍັງຫນຸ່ມ 
pa̯pɛɲː pᵃpɛɲ pa̯pɛɲː pᵃpɛɲ to hunt ລ່າ (ສັດ) 
ba̯beːw pᵃbeːw 
  
a kind of tree   
ba̯bəːm pᵃbəːm 
  
redistribute rice seedlings ຊ້ອນເຂ້ົາ 
pa̯tuar pᵃtuar pa̯tuar pᵃtuar star ດວງດາວ 
pa̯triːŋ pᵃtriːŋ 
  
miracle, wonder ການອັດສະຈັນ 
pa̯tliap pᵃtliap 
  




pa̯dɛh pᵃdɛh ba̯dɛh pᵃdɛh earth, soil ດິນ 
pa̯dɨk pᵃdɨk 
  
bring up ເອົາຂ້ຶນ 
pa̯duː pᵃduː pa̯duː pᵃduː abdomen ທ້ອງ 
pa̯doːⁱc pᵃdoːc 
  
make it all gone ໃຫ້ໝົດ 
pa̯dɔŋː pᵃdɔŋ ba̯dɔŋː pᵃdɔŋ to blow (wind) ພັດ (ລົມພັດ) 
pa̯dia pᵃdia 
  
move out of way ຫລີກທາງໃຫ້ 
pa̯diah pᵃdiah 
  
send down   
pa̯dua pᵃdua 
  
anthill, termite mound ໂພນປວກ 
pa̯caʔ pᵃcaʔ pa̯caʔ pᵃcaʔ make beautiful, beautify ເຮັດງາມ 
pa̯carː pᵃcarː 
  






incite, egg on   




to make cooked ເຮັດສຸກ 
pa̯ɟɛh pᵃɟɛh 
  
to spread ໃສ່ຝຸ່ນຊີວະພາບ/ປຸຍ/ຝຸຍ 
pa̯ɟɨʔ pᵃɟɨʔ 
  
send home ໄລ່ເມືອ 
pa̯ɟəŋː pᵃɟəŋ pa̯ɟəŋː pᵃɟəŋ cause to stand ຕ້ັງ 
pa̯ɟaʔ pᵃɟaʔ pa̯ʝaʔ pᵃɟaʔ decorate ປະດັບປະດາ 
pa̯ɟaː pᵃɟaː 
  
to feed ປອນ 
pa̯ɟɔŋː pᵃɟɔŋ 
  
feed child ປອນ (ເຂ້ົາ) 
pa̯ɟiam pᵃɟiam 
  
to feed ປອນ 
pa̯ɟuar pᵃɟuar 
  
to plow ໄຖ 
pa̯kɛʔ pᵃkɛʔ 
  
make smaller ເຮັດນ້ອຍ 
pa̯kəːt pᵃkəːt 
  
cause to be ເກີດ 
pa̯kap pᵃkap 
  
cause be pinched, clamped ຫນີບ 
pa̯kaːt pᵃkaːt 
  
cause fire to catch   
pa̯kaːk pᵃkaːk 
  
make dirty ເຮັດເປ້ືອນ 
pa̯kuːm pᵃkuːm 
  
cause to sit ເຮັດໃຫ້ນ່ັງ 
pa̯kʰɔːj pᵃkʰɔːj 
  
turn down (e.g. stove) ເຮັດຄ່ອຍ 
pa̯geːt pᵃgeːt 
  
cause to die ເຮັດໃຫ້ຕາຍ 
pa̯gəⁱc pᵃgəc 
  




pa̯ɣujː pᵃguj ba̯ɣojː pᵃgoj cause to sleep ເຮັດໃຫ້ນອນ 
pa̯ʔuːm pᵃʔuːm 
  






slim bamboo ໄມ້ຊອດ 
pa̯naŋː pᵃnaŋ pa̯naŋː pᵃnaŋ wall ຝາເຮືອນ 
pa̯nɨa pᵃnɨa pa̯nɨa pᵃnɨa some (people) ບາງ/ລາງ 
pa̯seːt pᵃseːt pa̯seːt pᵃseːt mushroom ເຫັດ 
pa̯saŋː pᵃsaŋ 
  
request, ask for favor ໃຊ້ 
pa̯saːp pᵃsaːp 
  
to spill ເຮັດເຫ່ຍ 
pa̯sɾɨŋː pᵃsrɨŋ pa̯sɾɨŋː pᵃsrɨŋ to surprise ເຮັດຕ່ືນ 
pa̯l̥al pᵃl̥al pa̯l̥al pᵃl̥al stick out (tongue) ອາ/ແລບລ້ີນ 
pa̯l̥uːk pᵃl̥uːk 
  
put through hole ຊຸບ 
pa̯lɪp pᵃlip 
  
close eyes ຫລັບຕາ 
pa̯lɛʔ pᵃlɛʔ pa̯lɛʔ pᵃlɛʔ shorten ເຮັດສ້ັນ 
pa̯lɨː pᵃlɨː 
  






prank, dare ແກ້ງ 
pa̯lɔh pᵃlɔh 
  
enable self   
pa̯ˀlua pᵃˀlua 
  
knock over ເຮັດໃຫ້ລ້ົມ 
pa̯jəː pᵃjəː pa̯jəː pᵃjəː to lift ຍ້ໍ/ຍົກຂ້ຶນ 
pa̯jɔh pᵃjɔh 
  
stretch out, straighten ຫຍຽດ (ຂາ) 
pa̯jɔː pᵃjɔː 
  
lift up, pass   
pndah pndah 
  
bamboo strip ຈັກຕອກ 
pndrɨh pndrɨh pndrɨh pndrɨh firewood ຟືນ 








sharpen to point ເຮັດໃຫ້ແຫລມ 
pɲːɨːm pɲɲɨːm 
  
cause to cry ເຮັດໃຫ້ໄຫ້ 
pɲːɨːȷ̊ pɲɲɨːȷ̊ 
  






soak to germinate   
pŋʔaː pŋʔaː 
  
wean   
pŋʔʊh pŋʔuh 
  
sic (dog on cow) 
 
pŋʔuac pŋʔuac pŋʔuac pŋʔuac window ປ່ອງຢ້ຽມ 
pŋːuat pŋŋuat pŋːuat pŋŋuat be hungry ຫິວ/ຢາກເຂ້ົາ 
pŋhɪnː pŋhin 
  
to tame ເຮັດໃຫ້ສັດຮູ້, ບ່ໍຮ້າຍ 
pŋhoːm pŋhoːm pŋhoːm pŋhoːm bathe (tr.) ອາບໃຫ້ 
bɾbah prbah 
  




prtəːw prtəːw prtəːw prtəːw to answer ຕອບ 


















speak in sayings ປຽບເປີຍ 
prkap prkap 
  
clamp, clothespin ແນວຄີບ 
prkawː prkaw 
  




pɾʔih pɾʔuh prʔih prʔuh 
  




fight with guns ຕ່ໍສູ້ກັນ 
bɾmaːŋ prmaːŋ 
  
speech, language ຄໍາເວ້ົາ 
prnənː prnən 
  
sheaf (grain) ພ່ອນ/ມັດ (ເຂ້ົາ, ເຟືອງ 
pɾnəːm prnəːm pɾnəːm prnəːm to fight ສູ້ 
prnaːk prnaːk 
  
share, divide ແບ່ງ 
prnuːk prnuːk 
  









tease, joke ຢອກ 
pɾjəːw prjəːw 
  
kind of bird   
prˀjoːŋ prˀjoːŋ prˀjoːŋ prˀjoːŋ stake (for vines) ຄ້າງ 






a lot ເຮັດໃຫ້ຫຼາຍ 
prhɔk prhɔk 
  
fermented fish sauce ປາແດກ 
pʰ 
     
pʰaiʔ pʰeʔ 
  
be full, sated ອ່ີມ 
pʰɛː pʰɛː 
  
hulled rice ເຂ້ົາສານ 
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pʰak kʰiam pʰak kʰiam 
  
garlic ໝາກທຽມ 
pʰak nawː pʰak naw 
  
small leafy vegetable ຜັກຄະ 
pʰaːc pʰaːc pʰaːc pʰaːc sand (ດິນ) ຊາຍ 
pʰaːk pʰaːk 
  
to entrust ຝາກ 
pʰaːm pʰaːm pʰaːm pʰaːm blood ເລືອດ 
pʰʊŋː pʰuŋ 
  
smelly, stagnant ເຫມັນ 











big, long fish trap   
pʰɔːr pʰɔːr pʰɔːr pʰɔːr sweat ເຫ່ືອ 
b 








stand on hands ປ້ີນສະແຄງ 




bih bih bih bih snake ງູ 
biːt biːt 
  
often, industriously ດຸ 
beːŋ beːŋ beːŋ beːŋ plate ຈານ 
bɛʔ m̩bɛʔ bɛʔ mbɛʔ bɛʔ m̩bɛʔ bɛʔ mbɛʔ to crawl ຄານ 
bɨk bɨk bɨk bɨk to tie ຜູກ 
bɨh bɨh bɨh bɨh to arrive ມາຮອດ 
bɨː bɨː bɨː bɨː at ຢູ່ 
bət bət 
  
tough, chewy   
bəːp bəːp bəːp bəːp father ພ່ໍ 
bəːm bəːm bəːm bəːm to do, make ເຮັດ 
bat bat bat bat grass ຫຍ້າ 
bak bak 
  
wear (bag) ພາຍຖົງ/ເປ 
baʔ baʔ 
  
carry child in cloth ເຈ້ 
bawː baw 
  
recent past ຜ່ານມາ 
bajː baj bajː baj buttocks ກ້ົນ 
baː baː baː baː we (1d inc.) ພວກເຮົາ 
baːw baːw baːw baːw to throw ແກວ່ງ/ໂຍນ 
baːr baːr baːr baːr two (people) ສອງຄົນ 
bʊt but 
  
stretch (body) ຢຽດໂຕ 
buʔ buʔ 
  
clump of vegetation ຝຸ່ມໄມ້ 
bʊŋː buŋ 
  
body pimple ໂພ້ງ 
bʊr bur 
  
touch, pet ບາຍ 
bʊr m̩bʊr bur mbur 
  
toy ເຄ່ືອງຫ້ິຼນ 
buȷ̊ buȷ̊ buȷ̊ buȷ̊ to boil (tr.) ຕ້ົມ 
buh buh 
  
roast in fire ຈ່ີ 
buː bɔŋː buː bɔŋ 
  
be drunk ເມົາ 
buːm buːm 
  
tuber ມັນ (ທ່ົວໄປ) 




impede water flow ຕັນ/ຄ່ັງນ້ໍາ 
buːn la̯buːn buːn lᵃbuːn 
  
medicinal cream ຢາມອງ 
boːŋ boːŋ boːŋ boːŋ to lie, fib ຂ້ີຕົວະ 
bɔk bɔk 
  
scrape off   
bɔŋː bɔŋ 
  
fish basket ກະຂ້ອງ 
bɔh bɔh bɔːh bɔːh salt ເກືອ 
bɔːk bɔːk bɔːk bɔːk white ຂາວ 
biac biac 
  






upper lip ຮິມປາກ 
buaʔ ʔaːp buaʔ ʔaːp 
  






rice flour ແປ້ງ 

















bluʔ blət bluʔ blət 
  
pop up (fontanelle)   
bluː bluː blowː blow thigh   
bluːk bluːk bluːk bluːk fall over (people) ລ້ົມ 
blɔːk blɔːk blɒːk blɔːk elephant tusk ງາຊ້າງ 
blɔːm blɔːm 
  
tie in bundle ມັດ 
bliaw bliaw 
  
kho fish ປາຄໍ 
blɨa blɨa 
  
wash face ຊ່ອຍຫນ້າ 
bluaj bluaj 
  
peak, point ຈອມ 
ba̯beːw pᵃbeːw 
  
a kind of tree   
ba̯bəːm pᵃbəːm 
  
redistribute rice seedlings ຊ້ອນເຂ້ົາ 
bɾiː briː bɾiː briː forest ປ່າໄມ້ 
bɾiːŋ briːŋ 
  
Java plum ໝາກຫວ້າ 
brɛɲː brɛɲ brɛɲː brɛɲ be strong ແຂງແຮງ 
bɾɛː brɛː 
  
then, after that ຫລັງຈາກນ້ັນ 
bɾɨŋː brɨŋ 
  
look upwards ເງີຍຂ້ຶນ 
bɾəːŋ brəːŋ 
  
snare trap ແຮ້ວ 
braŋː braŋ 
  
healthy and well ຢູ່ດີມີແຮງ 
brawː braw 
  




brah briː ɟɾiː 
naːŋ 
brah briː ɟriː 
naːŋ 
  
evil spirit, Satan ມານຊາຕານ 
bɾaːc braːc 
  
to sow ຫວ່ານ 




bɾuⁱc bruc bɾuⁱc bruc cylindrical bamboo fish trap ກະໂລຕົມກອງ 
bɾʊk bruk pɾʊk pruk dust ຂ້ີຝຸ່ນ 
bɾuʔ bruʔ 
  
sink into ground ໂຢດລົງ 







poke, jut out ພ້ົນຂ້ຶນ 
bɾoːj broːj 
  
flour ເຂ້ົາແປ້ງ, ແປ້ງ 
bɾɔŋ sɾaːj brɔŋ sraːj bɾɔŋ sɾaːj brɔŋ sraːj lemongrass ຫົວສີໄຄ 
bɾɔh brɔh 
  
girl, young woman ຜູ້ສາວ 
bɾɔh ˀm̩bɾɔh brɔh mbrɔh 
  
teenage girl ຜູ້ສາວ 
bɾiaŋ briaŋ 
  
die unnaturally   
bɾiaw briaw 
  
porch-like platform ຊານ 
bɾuah bruah 
  
fully cooked (sticky rice) ສຸກ 
t 




tiŋː tiŋ tɨŋː tɨŋ east ທິດຕະເວັນອອກ 
tɪr tir tɪr tir cricket ຈິນາຍ 
tih tih teɪh teih be big ໃຫຍ່ 
tiː tiː tajː taj hand ມື 
teː teː teː teː say ວ່າ 
teːt teːt 
  
vagina ຫີ, ຊ່ອງຄອດ 
tɛc tɛc tɛc tɛc to sell ຂາຍ 
tɛʔ tɛʔ 
  
have sex ສ້ີ / ປະສົມພັນ 
tɛnˀ tɛnˀ 
  
sit sideways (on bike)   
tɛh tɛh 
  
to light (match, lighter) ຂີດ/ຕອຍ 
tɛh tɛh 
  
to incubate ພັກໄຂ່ 
tɨp ˀm̩bɨʔ tɨp mbɨʔ 
  
all day ໝົດມ້ື 






reach in ຈົກ 
tɨːŋ tɨːŋ tɨːŋ tɨːŋ to dry (tr.) ຕາກ 
tɨːw tɨːw 
  
slight daylight ເກືອບແຈ້ງ 
təɨ təɨ taɨ taɨ to see ເຫັນ 
tək tək 
  
bring in laundry ກູ້ 
təʔ təʔ 
  
work hard ເອົາໃຈໃສ່ເຮັດວຽກ 
tənː tən 
  
clasp, trap ເຕັງ 
təːm təːm təːm təːm tree ກົກໄມ້ 






float on water   
t.mɔː tᵃmɔː ta̯mɔː tᵃmɔː stone ຫີນ 
tat tat tat tat dry up ບົກ 
tak tak 
  
to discard, abandon ຖ້ິມ 
tak bɔː tak bɔː 
  
an edible flower ດອກແຄ 
tak noːm tak noːm 
  
urinary bladder ພົກຍ່ຽວ 
taŋː taŋ taŋː taŋ joint ຂ້ໍ 
taŋ nɔh taŋ nɔh taŋ nɔh taŋ nɔh carry on back ຂ້ຶນຫລັງ / ຂ້ີຫລັງ 
tawː taw tawː taw reach (long enough) ເຖິງ 
tah tah 
  
slice open (chicken) ປາດ 
taːɲ taːɲ taːɲ taːɲ to weave (cloth) ຕ່ໍາ (ຜ້າ) 





tut  tut  
  




tuk tɛːk tuk tɛːk 
  
communicate verbally ເຂ້ົາໃຈກັນ 
tʊmː tum 
  
from (north) ຈາກທາງເຫນືອ 
tʊŋː tuŋ tɔŋː tɔŋ be deaf ຫູໜວກ 
tʊrː tur 
  
pound, smash ຕໍາ 
tʊh tuh tow̥ touh ashes ຂ້ີເທ່ົາ 
tuː tuː 
  




tuːŋ tuːŋ tuːŋ tuːŋ coconut  ໝາກພ້າວ 
tuːȷ̊ tuːȷ̊ tuːȷ̊ tuːȷ̊ head ຫົວ 
tomː tom 
  
to forge ຕີພ້າ 
toː toː toː toː 
  
blanket ຜ້າຫ່ົມ 
toːt toːt tɔːt tɔːt skewer ສຽບ 
toːⁱc toːc toːⁱc toːc all (people) ທັງໝົດ 
toːm toːm 
  
fish trap, shape of wastebasket ລານ 
toːⁱɲ toːɲ 
  




toːj ˀn̩toːj toːj ntoːj 
  




tɔk tar tɔk tar tɔk tar tɔk tar house lizard ຂ້ີກ້ຽມ 
tɛʔ tɛʔ 
  
have sex ສ້ີ / ປະສົມພັນ 
tɔŋː tɔŋ tɔŋː tɔŋ to float ລອຍ 
tɔŋ toːlʔ tɔŋ toːlʔ 
  
lie in fetal position ນອນຂົດ 
tɔŋː kʰəʔ tɔŋ kʰəʔ tɔŋː kʰəʔ tɔŋ kʰəʔ to limp ພິການ 
tɔh tɔh 
  
take off ຖອດ 
tɔːk tɔːk 
  
suit each other, get along ຖືກກັນ 
tɔːn tɔːn 
  
to graft ຕ່ໍກ່ິງໄມ້ 
tɔːŋ tɔːŋ tɒːŋ tɔːŋ arrow ລູກສອນ 
tɔːj tɔːj 
  







tiah tiah tiɐh tiah go down ລົງ 
tɨa tɨa tɨɐ tɨa be old ເກ່ົາ 
tuaɲ tuaɲ 
  









lead by arm ຈູງ 
tɾɛʔ cn̩drɛʔ trɛʔ cndrɛʔ 
  
get along ສາມັກຄີກັນ 
tɾɨm ŋiaw trɨm ŋiaw 
  
plant used to paint teeth black   
tɾɨː trɨː tɾəɨ trəɨ fish ປາ 
tɾɨːɲ trɨːɲ tɾɨːɲ trɨːɲ to play ຫ້ິຼນ 
trəp trəp tɾəp trəp eggplant  ໝາກເຂືອ 
tɾəmː trəm 
  
complete, all ຄົບ 
tɾap trap 
  
a river fish ປາອ່ີເປີ 




to soak ແຊ່ນ້ໍາໄວ້ 
trawː traw tɾawː traw six (people) ຫົກຄົນ 
tɾaȷ̊ traȷ̊ 
  
reed, rush ພື 
trah trah 
  
tie loosely ຜູກບ່ໍແຫນ້ັນ 
trah r̥ɨa trah r̥ɨa trah r̥ɨɐ trah r̥ɨa bold, friendly ໃຈກ້ວາງຂວາງ 
tɾaːc traːc 
  
helicopter seed tree   
traːŋ traːŋ tɾaːŋ traːŋ bamboo water pipe ທ່ໍໄມ້ 
tɾaːw traːw 
  






cover (as a lampshade) ປົກ 
tɾuːŋ truːŋ tɾuːŋ truːŋ road, path ທາງ/ຫົນທາງ 
tɾoːⁱc troːc 
  
come loose ຫລຸດ 
tɾoːj troːj 
  





















bright ແຈ້ງ (ເດືອນ) 
tɾua trua tɾua trua kapok ງ້ິວ 
tɾuaʔ truaʔ 
  




tliːŋ tliːŋ tliːŋ tliːŋ real ແທ້ 
tleːŋ tleːŋ 
  
pond, pool of water ໜອງ 
tlɛː tlɛː tlɛː tlɛː egg ໄຂ່ 
tlɨːŋ tlɨːŋ 
  
to slip ມ່ືນ 
tlɨːj tlɨːj 
  
to overflow ເຕັມ, ເຫລືອ 
tləp tləp 
  
all closed up ແອອັດ 
tləːm tləːm tləːm tləːm liver ຕັບ 
tlak tlak 
  
chip off (bark) ຖາກ 
tlamː tlam tlamː tlam hundred (people) ລ້ອຍຄົນ 
tlanː tlan 
  




tlæː tlaː tlaː tlaː owner ເຈ້ົາຂອງ 
tlaːp tlaːp 
  






kind of bird ນົກແຫລວ 
tlaːŋ tlaːŋ tlaːŋ tlaːŋ noon (ຕອນ) ທ່ຽງ 





bulb (e.g., onion) ຫົວ 
tlaːw tlaːw 
  











tlauh tloh tlauh tloh to pound (rice) ຕໍາ (ເຂ້ົາ) 





tloːm tloːm dloːm dloːm to blow ເປ່ົາ 
tlɔk tlɔk tlɔk tlɔk navel ສະບື 
tlɔʔ tlɔʔ 
  
able to see ເຫັນໄດ້ 
tlɔːŋ tlɔːŋ 
  
pupil (eye) ແກ້ວຕາ 
tlɔːk tlɔːk 
  






throat   
tliah tliah tliɐh tliah to fall ຕົກ 
tlɨa tlɨa tlɨɐ tlɨa tiger ເສືອ 





shoot, crown ຍອດ 
ta̯pua tᵃpua 
  
ridgepole   
ta̯pɾɨːŋ tᵃprɨːŋ 
  















to sell things ຂາຍຂອງ 
ta̯kəːj tᵃkəːj 
  
edge of boat ແຄມເຮືອ 
ta̯kap tᵃkap ta̯kap tᵃkap to grill ປ້ີງ 
ta̯kɔŋː tᵃkɔŋ 
  
married man ບຸລຸດ 
ta̯kɔːŋ tᵃkɔːŋ 
  




ta̯guaj tᵃguaj ta̯guaj tᵃguaj horn ເຂົາ 
ta̯ʔɨːn tᵃʔɨːn ta̯ʔɨːn tᵃʔɨːn goiter ຄໍກິນເລືອດ 
ta̯ʔəːȷ̊ tᵃʔəːȷ̊ ta̯ʔəːȷ̊ tᵃʔəːȷ̊ chin ຄາງ 
ta̯ʔoːr tᵃʔoːr 
  
small wasp ແຕນ 
ta̯ʔuar tᵃʔuar 
  
fever because of infection ໄຂ້ຍ້ອນ 
ta̯manː tᵃman 
  









kind of liquor ເຫ້ົຼາໄຫ 
ta̯namː tᵃnam 
  
an edible flower ດອກກະຈ່ຽວຫວ້ານ 
ta̯ɲəŋː tᵃɲəŋ ta̯ɲəŋː tᵃɲəŋ beautiful, handsome ງາມ 
ta̯ŋajː tᵃŋaj ta̯ŋajː tᵃŋaj sun, day ຕາເວັນ/ດວງອາທິດ 
ta̯ŋaːc tᵃŋaːc ta̯ŋaːc tᵃŋaːc thatch ຫຍ້າ 
ta̯ŋarː tᵃŋarː 
  






to pound rice ຕໍາເຂ້ົາ 
ta̯ʋɛː tᵃwɛː ta̯ʋɛː tᵃwɛː liquor ເຫ້ົຼາ 
ta̯ʋɨːk tᵃwɨːk 
  










glutinous rice ເຂ້ົາໜຽວ 
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ta̯ʋaːw tᵃwaːw ta̯ʋaːw tᵃwaːw mortar ຄົກ 
ta̯ʋʊn ta̯ʋaːj tᵃwun tᵃwaːj 
  






hang by hook   
ta̯ʋuan tᵃwuan 
  
light fire using other fire ຕ່ໍໄຟ (ນໍາຫມູ່) 




ta̯laːp tᵃlaːp ta̯laːp tᵃlaːp cockroach ແມງກະສາບ 
ta̯lʊmː tᵃlum 
  
kind of bird   
ta̯jʊŋː tᵃjuŋ 
  
hang up ຫ້ອຍ 






to show ເບ່ິງໃຫ້ເຫັນ 
tmbəːm tmbəːm 
  
be the one to do ເປັນຜູ້ເຮັດ 
tmbluːk tmbluːk 
  










tmːuːŋ tmmuːŋ tmːuːŋ tmmuːŋ to steal ຂ້ີລັກ 
tmːuat tmmuat 
  


















extended string ຕ່ໍ 
tŋʔeaŋ tŋʔeaŋ tŋʔiaŋ tŋʔiaŋ to dry (by fire) ຂາງໄຟ 
trpɪt trpit trpɪt trpit ear ຫູ 
trpaȷ̊ trpaȷ̊ 
  
mix seeds and dirt (with hoe)   







trpian trpian trpiɐn trpian to exchange ແລກປ່ຽນ 
trpiaw trpiaw trpiaw trpiaw pot (cooking) ໝ້ໍ 






eye crust ຂ້ີຕາ 
trbaŋː trbaŋ 
  






grab, fight over ຍາດ 
trtaɨ trtaɨ 
  










trkap trkap tɾkap trkap stick for grilling ໄມ້ຫີບ 
trkawː trkaw trkawː trkaw knee ຫົວເຂ່ົາ 










seuam fish ປາເຊືອມ 
trmaːŋ trmaːŋ 
  
arrange marriage   
trn̥ɛːk trn̥ɛːk 
  
measuring tape, stick ໄມ້ແມັດ 
trnɪt trnit 
  
next-door (ເຮືອນ) ຂ້າງ 
trnɨŋː trnɨŋ 
  










trŋɨːw trŋɨːw trŋəːj trŋəːj forehead ໜ້າຜາກ 
trsiaŋ trsiaŋ 
  












encircle, move around ອ້ອມ 
trlɔːt trlɔːt 
  
skin (already shed) ຄາບ 
trliaŋ trliaŋ 
  
adopted child, pet ລ້ຽງ 
trjaːw trjaːw 
  
chase each other ໄລ່ 
trjʊŋː trjuŋ 
  
clothesline   
trjua trjua 
  
married woman ສະຕີ 
tʰ 
     
tʰɨːŋ tʰɨːŋ tʰɨːŋ tʰɨːŋ yellow ເຫືຼອງ 
tʰap tʰap tʰap tʰap be near ໃກ້ 
tʰawː tʰaw 
  
warm, dry by fire   
tʰajː tʰaj 
  
manioc, cassava, tapioca ມັນຕ້ົນ/ມັນສະຫລາງ 
tʰaːȷ̊ tʰaːȷ̊ tʰaːȷ̊ tʰaːȷ̊ gong ຄ້ອງ 
tʰaːm tʰaːm tʰaːm tʰaːm eight (people) ແປດຄົນ 
tʰuːk tʰuːk 
  
wear shoes ໃສ່ເກີບ 
tʰiam tʰiam tʰiɐm tʰiam red ແດງ 
tʰa̯lʊk tʰᵃluk 
  
joke around ເວ້ົາຫ້ິຼນ 
d 
     
diŋː diŋ diŋː diŋ bamboo flask ກະບ້ັງ 
diauʔ dioʔ 
  




diː lʊŋː diː luŋ 
  
cotton yarn ຝ້າຍ 
diːw diːw diːw diːw be smooth, level, equal ລຽບ 
diːw trdiːw diːw trdiːw 
  









drain water to catch fish ຊະຫົຼມ 
dɨk dɨk 
  
go up ຂ້ຶນ 
dɨːk dɨːk dɨːk dɨːk loose ຫົຼມ 
dənː dən dənː dən soft ອ່ອນ 
dən duac dən duac duɐc duac be weak ອ່ອນແອ 
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dəŋː dəŋ dəŋː dəŋ to hear ໄດ້ຍິນ 
dər dər dər dər be fat ຕຸ້ຍ 
dəːk dəːk 
  
put on one's lap   
dəːm hndəːm dəːm hndəːm 
  
at the beginning ທໍາອິດ 
dak dak 
  
place fish trap ໃສ່ (ໄຊ / ຕ້ອນ) 




daŋː daŋ daŋː daŋ be bitter ຂົມ 
daŋː daŋ daŋː daŋ look for ຫາ 
dawː daw dawː daw able, get ໄດ້ 
dah dah dah dah if ຖ້າ/ແນ່ 




daːw daːw daːw daːw be correct ຖືກຕ້ອງ 
daːȷ̊ daːȷ̊ 
  
to forge ຕີພ້າ 




dʊɲ duɲ dʊⁱɲ duɲ takes a long time ດົນນານ 
dʊŋː duŋ dʊŋː duŋ eel ອ່ຽນ 
dʊjː duj 
  
missing an appendage ກຸດ 




dauʔ doʔ dauʔ doʔ be hot ຮ້ອນ 
dauʔ n̩dauʔ doʔ ndoʔ 
  
keep company ອົບອຸ່ນ 
doːⁱc doːc 
  
end, point ປາຍ 
doːk doːk doːk doːk machete ພ້າໃຫຍ່ 
dɔk dɔk dɒk dɔk to walk ຍ່າງ 
dɔŋː dɔŋ 
  
to bend ງໍ 
dɔŋ saːj dɔŋ saːj dɔŋ saːj dɔŋ saːj rabbit ກະຕ່າຍ 
dɔh dɔh 
  
snap (wood) ຫັກ 
dɔː dɔː 
  
be made sick ເປັນແທນລູກ 
dɔːk dɔːk 
  
to hide ຊ້ອນ 
diak diak diak diak beside ຂ້າງ 
diak diak 
  
peek around ຊ່ອງເບ່ິງ 
diaw diaw diaw diaw to lick ເລຍ 
dɨaʔ dɨaʔ dɨaʔ dɨaʔ to vomit ຮາກ 
dɨah dɨah dɨɐh dɨah be wide, broad ກ້ວາງ 
dua dua 
  
topical particle ຫ້ັນ 
duaȷ̊ duaȷ̊ 
  
be shallow ຕ້ືນ 
dɾɨmː drɨm dɾɨmː drɨm to sit ນ່ັງ 
dɾuːŋ druːŋ 
  
crab shell ອອງປູ 




cylindrical, bamboo fish trap ກະໂລຕົມກອງ 
dɾɔːm drɔːm 
  
to wallow ເກືອກ, ເມບ 
dɾɔːŋ drɔːŋ 
  
back basket ກະພ້າ 
dliːm dliːm dliːm dliːm cool ເຢັນ 





dləːm dləːm dləːm dləːm to sink ຈົມ 
dləːn dləːn 
  
crane neck ຢືດຄໍ 
dləːŋ dləːŋ dləːŋ dləːŋ water leech ປີງ 
dlah dlah 
  
soup pot ໝ້ໍແກງ 
dlaːw dlaːw 
  


















     
cɪt cit cɪt cit to kneel ຄຸເຂ່ົາ 
cɪt cit cɪt cit ten (people) ສິບຄົນ 
cik daːk cik daːk 
  
kadon plant ຜັກກະໂດນນ້ໍາ 
cɪnː cin cɪnː cin nine (people) ເກ້ົາຄົນ 
cɪr cir 
  




ciːŋ luːŋ ciːŋ luːŋ 
  
rock a boat   
ceːm ceːm ceːm ceːm bird ນົກ 










Cheng people ເຈັງ 
cɛh cɛh cɛh cɛh paddy rice ເຂ້ົາເປືອກ 
cɛː cɛː 
  
small for one's age   
cɨk cɨk 
  
rub nose in ດຸດ 
cɨʔ cɨʔ cɨʔ cɨʔ to return ເມືອ/ກັບ 
cɨː cɨː 
  
to harvest by hand ເກັບເອົາດ້ວຍມື 
cɨːk cɨːk 
  
fish with landing net ຕັກ 
cɨːŋ cɨːŋ 
  
God (old term) ພະເຈ້ົາ 
cɨːɾ cɨːr 
  
comparative than ກວ່າ 
cəmː cəm 
  




cəːŋ cəːŋ cəːŋ cəːŋ trade ຊ້ື 
cat cat 
  




caʔ caʔ caːʔ caːʔ beautiful, handsome ງາມ 
camː cam camː cam to wait ລໍຖ້າ 
cawː caw 
  
son's son ຫລານ 
cajː caj cajː caj louse (head) ເຫົາ 
carː car 
  
to set trap ໃສ່ກັບ 
caih ceh caih ceh to sneeze ຈາມ 
cah cah cah cah to dig ຂຸດ 
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caː caː caː caː to eat ກິນ 
caːj caːj 
  
mixed-up, confused ສັບສົນ 
caːȷ̊ caːȷ̊ 
  
to comb one's hair ຫວີ 
cut cut cʊt cut to scrub ຖູ 
cʊmː cum 
  
from (south) ຈາກທາງໃຕ້ 
cʊr cur cʊr cur pig ໝູ 
cuh cuh cuː cuː be tired ເມ່ືອຍ 
cuːk cuːk 
  
dig with hoe   
cuːʔ cuːʔ cuːʔ cuːʔ put, keep ເອົາໄວ້ 
cuːr cuːr 
  




cauh coh cauh coh to burn (tr.) ເຜົາ 
coːⁱc coːc coːⁱc coːc younger uncle, aunt ອາວ (ນ້ອງຊາຍຂອງພ່ໍ) 
coːɲ coːɲ təʔ təʔ west ທິດຕະເວັນຕົກ 
coːr coːr 
  
redistribute seedlings ຊ້ອນເຂ້ົາ 
coːȷ̊ coːȷ̊ 
  
extinguish ດັບໄຟ, ມອດໄຟ 
cɔk cɔk cɔk cɔk to take ເອົາ 
cɔh cɔh 
  
crack, hole in floor ປ່ອງ 
cɔh cəːk cɔh cəːk 
  
Done Soung village ບ້ານດອນສູງ 
cɔː cɔː cɔː cɔː dog ໝາ 
cɔː toːp cɔː toːp cɔː toːp cɔː toːp wasp ແມງຕໍ 
cɔːk bɔːk cɔːk bɔːk 
  
pale (face) ຫນ້າເຫລືອງ 
cɔːŋ cɔːŋ 
  






cut (cloth, rope) ຕັດ 
ciam ciam 
  
to feed (animal) ເກືອໝູ 
ciaŋ ciaŋ 
  
carry by handle ຫ້ິວ 
ciaŋ cɔːŋ ciaŋ cɔːŋ 
  
cross limbs   
ciaw ciaw 
  
rain on    
ciaȷ̊ ciaȷ̊ 
  
long algae ແໜ 
ciah ciah 
  
manipulative   
cɨa la̯nɨa cɨa lᵃnɨa 
  
to sleepwalk ລະເມີ 
cuat cuat 
  
be pierced ຢຽບ 
cɾih crih 
  




cɾɛʔ crɛʔ məːt məːt to love ຮັກ 
cɾɛh crɛh cɾɛh crɛh to nibble ແຫ່ນ, ກັດ 
cɾɨp crɨp 
  
gather (moths) ຕອມ 
cɾɨk crɨk 
  
fall over (tree) ລ້ົມ 
cɾɨːm crɨːm 
  












alone, uneasy ງຽບເຫງົາ 











to build ສ້າງເຮືອນ 
cɾoŋː croŋ 
  
spear trap ຫອກ 
cɾoȷ̊ croȷ̊ 
  
get a splinter ຖືກໄມ້ສຽບ 
cɾauh croh 
  
bless, support ອຸດໜູນ 
cɾoːk croːk 
  
to meet ພົບ/ເຈີ 
cɾoːj croːj 
  
sift rice in wind ໂຮຍ 
cɾɔʔ crɔʔ cɾɔʔ crɔʔ morning (ຕອນ) ເຊ້ົາ 
cɾɔːk crɔːk 
  
pour, put in ຖອກ 
cɾɔːŋ crɔːŋ 
  
canine tooth ແຂ້ວຫມາກແງ 
criap criap cɾiap criap to count ນັບ 
cɾɨah crɨah 
  
to water (plants) ຫົດນ້ໍາ 
ca̯tɔh lɔh cᵃtɔh lɔh 
  
to bounce ເຕ້ັນ 
ca̯diːŋ cᵃdiːŋ ca̯diːŋ cᵃdiːŋ rainbow ຮຸງ (ກິນນ້ໍາ) 
ca̯dək cᵃdək 
  
to boil (intr.) ຟົດ 
ca̯dah cᵃdah 
  






to hop ກະໂດດ 
ca̯caŋː cᵃcaŋ 
  
strip wood with axe   
ca̯kɛc cᵃkɛc 
  
pick (vegetables) ເດັດ 
ca̯gɨːn cᵃgɨːn hiaɲ hiaɲ to smile ຍ້ີມ 
ca̯gawː cᵃgaw ca̯gawː cᵃgaw bear ໝີ 
ca̯gaȷ̊ cᵃgaȷ̊ 
  
impale ຊົນ (ຄວາຍ) 
ca̯gah cᵃgah 
  
to clear (field) ຖາງ 
ca̯gɔʔ cᵃgɔʔ ca̯gɔʔ cᵃgɔʔ chili pepper ໝາກເຜັດ/ພິກ 
ca̯ʔɨːh cᵃʔɨːh 
  




ca̯ʔaːw cᵃʔaːw ca̯ʔaːw cᵃʔaːw to laugh ຫົວ 
ca̯ʔaːw dajː cᵃʔaːw daj 
  










cock spur ເດືອຍໄກ່ 
ca̯nauh cᵃnoh 
  
stick used to burn beehive   




ca̯ŋaːj cᵃŋaːj ca̯ŋaːj cᵃŋaːj be far ໄກ 
ca̯həːm cᵃhəːm ca̯həːm cᵃhəːm heart ຫົວໃຈ 
ca̯haːt cᵃhaːt 
  
lick clean ເລຍ 









feel around for   
ca̯ʋuːŋ cᵃwuːŋ 
  
heap in mound ກອງໄວ້ 




blow bubbles (fish) ບ້ອນ 
ca̯ʋiaŋ cᵃwiaŋ 
  
roundabout (speech) ເວ້ົາອ້ອມຄອມ 
ca̯leːt cᵃleːt ca̯leːt cᵃleːt squeeze, press ບີບ 
ca̯ləːk cᵃləːk 
  
lift up (skirt) ຈ້ອນຂ້ິນ (ສ້ິນ) 
ca̯lɔːŋ cᵃlɔːŋ 
  
to cross ຂ້າມ (ທາງ) 
cmplək cmplək 
  
flip sticky rice in steamer ສິກ (ເຂ້ົາ) 
cmbɨːn cmbɨːn 
  






pick fruit with a pole ແຫມ້ນ, ຕອຍ 
cmbʊʔ cmbuʔ 
  
clump   







cmblaːk cmblaːk cmblaːk cmblaːk crossroads ທາງແຍກ 
cmːaȷ̊ cmmaȷ̊ 
  
woven cylinder part of fish trap 
 
cmːaː cmmaː cmːaː cmmaː right side ເບ້ືອງຂວາ 
cndəŋː cndəŋ 
  
to run ແລ່ນ 
cndəːt cndəːt 
  
stand on tiptoes ແຢ້ງຕີນ 
cndawː cndaw 
  
prop up ຄ້ໍາ 
cndɔːŋ cndɔːŋ 
  
throw (a stick) ຊັດໄມ້ 
cndɾɛʔ cndrɛʔ 
  
get along ສໍາມັກຄີກັນ 
cndruːŋ cndruːŋ 
  
place for building ບ່ອນສ້າງເຮືອນ 
cndɾɨah cndrɨah 
  
watering can ບົວ 
cnːeːr cnneːr 
  




cnːaːj cnnaːj cnːaːj cnnaːj loincloth ກະຕ່ຽວ 
cnːɔː cnnɔː 
  
wedge (for splitting wood)   
cnːɔːp cnnɔːp 
  






bird of paradise plant   
cŋgʊmː cŋgum 
  
rub, scratch   
cŋgɨah cŋgɨah 
  
scoop with one hand ຕັກ 
cŋʔawː cŋʔaw 
  









items, objects ເຄ່ືອງຂອງ 
cɾkɔːŋ crkɔːŋ 
  
beam under floor   
cɾʔaːw crʔaːw 
  
front teeth   
cɾʔiaȷ̊ crʔiaȷ̊ cɾʔiaȷ̊ crʔiaȷ̊ unpleasant sound ລັກໄຫລຫູ 
crmeːt crmeːt 
  
dip food ຈ້ໍາ 
cɾmaːŋ crmaːŋ 
  
forked branch ງ່າໄມ້ 
cɾmiaw crmiaw 
  








crnuaȷ̊ crnuaȷ̊ crnuaȷ̊ crnuaȷ̊ disgusting ຂ້ີດຽດ 





crhaːk crhaːk cɾhaːk crhaːk sit straight (on bike) ນ່ັງຂາບ 
cɾhʊŋː crhuŋ 
  
dipped, curved ເລິກ 
cɾʋɨk crwɨk 
  






to divide ແຍກ\ແບ່ງ 
ɟ 
     
ɟiʔ ɟiʔ ɟɪʔ ɟiʔ to hurt ເຈັບ 
ɟɪmː ɟim ɟɪmː ɟim sharpen, whet ຂົນພ້າ 
ɟiŋː ɟiŋ ɟiŋː ɟiŋ leg ຂາ 
ɟih ɟih 
  
remove (thorn)   













rushing (water)   
ɟəŋː ɟəŋ ɟəŋː ɟəŋ to stand ຢືນ 
ɟəːm ɟəːm 
  
to paint, smear ທາ 
ɟəːw ɟəːw 
  
shine a light ເຍືອງ (ຂຽດ) 




ɟar ʔaːk ɟar ʔaːk 
  
a kind of insect   
ɟaȷ̊ ɟaȷ̊ ɟaȷ̊ ɟaȷ̊ strong-smelling ຄິວ 
ɟaːr ɟaːr ɟaːr ɟaːr you (2d) ພວກເຈ້ົາ 
ɟʊt ɟut ɟʊt ɟut astringent flavor ຝາດ 
ɟuk ɟuk ʝʊk ɟuk bead ໝາກປັດ 
ɟuːt ɟuːt ɟuːt ɟuːt to wipe ເຊັດ 
ɟuːn ɟuːn 
  
give, send ສ່ົງ 
ɟuːj ɟuːj ɟuːj ɟuːj deer ກວາງ 
ɟoːk ɟoːk ɟoːk ɟoːk to wet ປຽກ 
ɟoːr ɟoːr 
  
pick out (lice)   
ɟɔː ɟɔː ɟɔː ɟɔː be skinny ຈ່ອຍ 
ɟɔːŋ ʔaːŋ ɟɔːŋ ʔaːŋ 
  
a skinny frog   
ɟiap hrciap ɟiap hrciap 
  
pick up and put away ມ້ຽນ 
ɟuac ɟuac 
  
sharp, pointy ແຫລມ 
ɟuaʔ ɟuaʔ ɟuɐʔ ɟuaʔ mango  ໝາກມ່ວງ 
ɟuaʔ ɟuaʔ ɟuɐʔ ɟuaʔ be sour ສ້ົມ 
ɟuaɲ ɟuaɲ 
  
sit with legs to side ນ່ັງຕະຫມອບ 
ɟɾɛc ɟrɛc 
  
a plant in water   
ɟɾɛh ɟrɛh 
  
be quiet ມິດ 
ɟɾəŋː ɟrəŋ 
  






idle, available ວ່າງ 
ɟɾawː ɟraw 
  
wait to meet someone ລໍຖ້າ 
ɟɾah ɟrah 
  
big grasshopper ຕັກແຕນໂມ 
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ɟraː ɟraː ɟraː ɟraː thorn ໜາມ 
ɟɾʊʔ ɟruʔ ɟɾoʔ ɟroʔ be deep ເລິກ 
ɟɾuːŋ ɟruːŋ ɟɾuːŋ ɟruːŋ be tall ສູງ 
ɟɾɔːŋ ɟrɔːŋ 
  
chase trying to peck   
ɟɾiap ɟriap 
  
kind of bird ນົກແອ່ນເຈີດ 
ɟɾiat ɟriat ɟɾiɐt ɟriat cut with knife ຊ່ອຍ 
ɟɾiaw ɟriaw 
  
shine (sun) ສ່ອງແສງ 
ɟɾɨah ɟrɨah 
  
dark lines on limbs   





     
kiːt kiːt kiːt kiːt toad ຂຽດ 
kiːt rɔk kiːt rɔk 
  
leafy vine   
keːt keːt keːt keːt to die ຕາຍ 






to think ຄຶດ 
kɨh kɨh 
  
warn, forbid ເຕືອນ 
kɨːt kɨːt kɨːt kɨːt moon ເດືອນ/ດວງຈັນ 
kɨːt kɨːt 
  
in the habit ເລ້ິງ 
kɨːc kɔŋ kɨːc kɨːc kɔŋ kɨːc 
  
short (skirt) ເຂີນ 
kəp kəp kəp kəp to bury ຝັງ (ສົບ) 
knːuː knnuː 
  
a big caterpillar   
kəŋː kəŋ 
  
cry out, moan   
kəːw kəːw kəːw kəːw to bark ເຫ່ົາ 
kəːj kəːj kəːj kəːj kəːj kəːj be few ໜ້ອຍ 
kap kap kap kap to bite ກັດ/ຄົບ 
kat kat kat kat to harvest (rice) ກ່ຽວ (ເຂ້ົາ) 
kaʔ tiar kaʔ tiar kaʔ tiar kaʔ tiar termite ປວກ 
kaʔ siː kaʔ siː 
  
lac; resin ຄ່ັງ; ຂ້ີສີ 









kaȷ̊ kaȷ̊ kaȷ̊ kaȷ̊ needle ເຂັມ 
kaːt kaːt 
  
catch on fire   
kaːk kaːk kaːk kaːk be dirty ເປ້ືອນ 






white stork ນົກຍ່າງ 
kujː kuj kojː koj sleep ນອນ 
kujː pa̯kujː kuj pᵃkuj kujː 
pa̯kujː 
kuj pᵃkuj to dream ຝັນ 
kʊr kur kʊr kur dove ນົກເຂົາ 
kuh kuh kuː kuː back ຫັຼງ 
kuːm kuːm 
  
to sit (on seat) ນັ່ງ 
kuːr kuːr 
  
romantic partner ແຟນ 




burnt rice ເຂ້ົາໄຫມ້ 
kɔʔ kaʔ kɔʔ kaʔ 
  
small spider ແມງມຸມ 
kɔʔ ŋ̩kɔʔ kɔʔ ŋkɔʔ kɔʔ ŋ̩kɔʔ kɔʔ ŋkɔʔ to bow down ກ້ົມ 
kɔŋː koːⁱɲ kɔŋ koːɲ kɔŋ koːⁱɲ kɔŋ koːɲ pancreas   
kɔh kɔh 
  
chop meat ຕັດ 
kɔː kɔː ko 
kok 
kɔː kɔː ko 
kok 
  
in the beginning ທໍາອິດ 
kɔːk kɔːk 
  
thick, congealed ໜຽວ ໆ 
kɔːm kɔːm kɔːm kɔːm gather, swarm ຕອມ 
kian kian 
  
gnaw, bite ແຫ້ນ 
kiaŋ kiaŋ kʰiaŋ kʰiaŋ elbow ສອກ 
kua kua 
  
be at ຢູ່ 
kuac kuac 
  
to waste ເປືອງ 
kuac kuac 
  
almost finished   
kuan kuan kuan kuan child, offspring ລູກ 
kuan dlajː kuan dlaj 
  
chipmunk ກະເລ່ັນ 
kuan koː kuan koː kuan kɔː kuan kɔː scorpion ແມງງອດ 
kuaj kuaj 
  
carry on head ທູນ 
kɾiːm kriːm kɾiːm kriːm crest (bull) ກ້າມ 
kɾɛɲː krɛɲ 
  
















stink bug   
kɾɨːt krɨːt kɾɨːt krɨːt to scratch ເກົາ 
kɾɨːⁱc krɨːc 
  
shocked, afraid ຕົກໃຈ 
kɾɨːm krɨːm kɾɨːm krɨːm cat scratch ຂູດ 
kɾəːŋ krəːŋ 
  
stand on end (hair)   
kɾəːj krəːj 
  
steep incline ສູງຊັນ 
kɾaʔ kraʔ 
  
be old (age) ເຖ້ົາ 
kɾanː kran 
  
to trap ຂັງ 
kɾauh kroh 
  
to cover ປົກປິດ 
kɾoːm kroːm kɾɔːm krɔːm area under house ກະລ່າງເຮືອນ 




krɔk krɔk krɒk krɔk cow ງົວ 
kɾɔŋː krɔŋ 
  
back of blade ຫັຼງ 
kɾɔh krɔh 
  
turtle shell ອ່ອງເຕ່ົາ 
kɾiam kriam 
  
hard, firm ແຂງ 
kɾua jɪp krua jip 
  
speak loud ເວ້ົາແຮງ 
kɾuaȷ̊ kruaȷ̊ 
  
loose stones, gravel ຫີນແຮ່ 
ka̯pət kᵃpət 
  
to roll, fold ກູ້ 
ka̯pɔː kᵃpɔː 
  
rub between hands (cream)   
ka̯bat kᵃbat 
  
hold breath ກ້ັນໃຈ 
ka̯bʊŋː kᵃbuŋ 
  
swish in mouth ອົມ/ບ້ວນປາກ 







twist hair in bun ເກ້ົາຜົມ 
ka̯təŋː kᵃtəŋ 
  
kadon plant ຜັກກະໂດນໂຄກ 
ka̯təːr kᵃtəːr ka̯təːr kᵃtəːr crest (chicken) ຫອນ (ໄກ່) 
ka̯tʊk kᵃtuk 
  
move water with feet ກວນ 
ka̯toːm kᵃtoːm 
  
big black smoke ຄວັນກຸ້ມ 

















ka̯dɛː kᵃdɛː ka̯dɛː kᵃdɛː to winnow ຝັດ (ເຂ້ົາ) 
ka̯dɨp kᵃdɨp 
  
cover mouth ປິດປາກ 
ka̯dɨk kᵃdɨk 
  
winter melon ໝາກຜັກ 
ka̯dɨːŋ kᵃdɨːŋ 
  
cross over, traverse ຂ້າມ 
ka̯dəp kᵃdəp 
  
sticky rice basket   
ka̯dəːw kᵃdəːw ka̯dəːw kᵃdəːw heel ສ້ົນນ່ອງ 
ka̯dəːr kᵃdəːr 
  
Achilles' tendon   
ka̯daʔ kᵃdaʔ 
  
hit in face ຕາບ 
ka̯daʔ kᵃdaʔ 
  
to patch   
ka̯daŋː ka̯dɔh kᵃdaŋ kᵃdɔh 
  
narrow, restrained ຄັບແຄບ 
ka̯darː kᵃdar 
  
collect red ant eggs ແຍ່ມົດແດງ 
ka̯dah kᵃdah 
  






to cluck   
ka̯daːk kᵃdaːk 
  






skirt (n) ສ້ິນ 






to bump on something ຕໍາ 
ka̯duːp kᵃduːp 
  
lie prone ນອນຄວ້ໍາ 
ka̯duːŋ kᵃduːŋ ka̯duːŋ kᵃduːŋ bone ກະດູກ 
ka̯doːȷ̊ kᵃdoːȷ̊ 
  
stub, stumble ສະດຸດ 
ka̯dɔŋ dat kᵃdɔŋ dat 
  
back of knee ກ້ອງຫົວເຂ່ົາ, ຫັຼງຫົວເຂ່ົາ 
ka̯dɔh kᵃdɔh 
  
bend knee ພັບຂາ 
ka̯dɔːm kᵃdɔːm 
  
scoop with two hands ກອບ 
ka̯dɨa kᵃdɨa 
  
amarinth plant ຜັກຫ່ົມ 
ka̯cʊk ka̯caːj kᵃcuk kᵃcaːj 
  
make a mess ເຮັດຮົກ 
ka̯cʊk la̯ʔuːȷ̊ kᵃcuk lᵃʔuːȷ̊ 
  




ka̯ciaŋ loːȷ̊ kᵃciaŋ loːȷ̊ 
  
a kind of insect ແມງຕັບເຕ່ົາ 












ka̯ʔɔk kᵃʔɔk ka̯ʔɔk kᵃʔɔk to cough ໄອ 
ka̯manː kᵃman 
  
son's wife ລູກໄພ້ 








skin chaff ຂ້ີໄຄ່ 
ka̯moː kᵃmoː ka̯moː kᵃmoː year ປີ 
ka̯mɔmː kᵃmɔm ka̯məmː kᵃməm be afraid ຢ້ານ 
ka̯mɔŋ moːj kᵃmɔŋ moːj 
  
gnat, fruitfly ແມງມ່ີ 







child of older sibling ຫລານ 
ka̯nɨŋː kᵃnɨŋ 
  
chicken coop ລົກໄກ່ 
ka̯nat kᵃnat ka̯nat kᵃnat bile, gall ນ້ໍາບີ 
ka̯nat kᵃnat 
  
rice harvest ການກ່ຽວເຂ້ົາ 






brim (n) ຂອບກຸບ 
ka̯nɔʔ kᵃnɔʔ 
  






tusk, fang   
ka̯nuan kᵃnuan 
  
light a lamp ໃຊ້ຕະກຽງ 
ka̯ˀniː lʊŋː kᵃˀniː luŋ ka̯ˀniː lʊŋ kᵃˀniː luŋ debt ເປັນໜ້ີ 
ka̯ɲɛː kᵃɲɛː 
  
a leafy plant   
ka̯sʊk ka̯suːj kᵃsuk kᵃsuːj 
  
to move ເໜັງຕີງ 
ka̯soːm kᵃsoːm ka̯sɔːm kᵃsɔːm bird's nest ຮັງນົກ 
ka̯soːr kᵃsoːr 
  
blow nose ສັງຂ້ີມູກ 
ka̯haːŋ kᵃhaːŋ 
  






wrap around ເກົາ 






tick (insect) ເຫັບ 
ka̯ʋɨa kᵃwɨa 
  




ka̯loːŋ kᵃloːŋ ka̯loːŋ kᵃloːŋ to shout ຕະໂກນ/ຮ້ອງ 
ka̯liaŋ kᵃliaŋ 
  
yell in fear ຮ້ອງ 
ka̯jiŋː kᵃjiŋ 
  
kind of fish ປາຫລາດ 







ka̯jɛʔ kᵃjɛʔ ka̯jɛʔ kᵃjɛʔ green ຂຽວ 
ka̯jɨk kᵃjɨk ka̯jɨk kᵃjɨk be heavy ໜັກ 
ka̯jəːŋ kᵃjəːŋ 
  




ka̯juː kᵃjuː ka̯juː kᵃjuː wind (n) ລົມ 
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ka̯juːk kᵃjuːk ka̯juːk kᵃjuːk frog ກົບ 
ka̯jauh kᵃjoh ka̯jauh kᵃjoh to spit ຖ່ົມ 










kmbeːŋ boːŋ kmbeːŋ boːŋ 
  
a kind of insect ຈູຈີ 
kmbuaʔ kmbuaʔ 
  
sit on chicks ໂອບລູກ (ໄກ່) 
kmblaȷ̊ kmblaȷ̊ 
  
change of clothes ເຄ່ືອງປ່ຽນ 
kmblɔh kmblɔh 
  
small path ທາງນ້ອຍ 
kmːaːj kmmaːj kmːaːj kmmaːj widow ແມ່ໝ້າຍ 
kmːɔː kmmɔː 
  
year (age) ປີ 
kmːuan kmmuan 
  
give birth ອອກລູກ (ສັດ) 
kntʊrː kntur 
  
a big rodent   
kntʰɪnː kntʰin 
  
a plant with little leaves ກະຖິນ 






cover from view ບັງ 
kndaːt kndaːt 
  
thick stew ເອາະ 
kndʊŋː knduŋ 
  









pen (cattle, buffalo) ຄອກ 







inside, midnight ໃນ / ທ່ຽງຄືນ 
knːujː knnuj knːujː knnuj sleeping area ບ່ອນນອນ 
knːuːm knnuːm 
  
seat (general) ບ່ອນນ່ັງ 
knːoːm knnoːm knːɔːm knnɔːm urinate ຍ່ຽວ 
knːua knnua knːoɐ knnoɐ placenta, afterbirth ແຫ່ 
kɲɟawː kɲɟaw 
  
a plant in water   
kɲɟuːn kɲɟuːn kɲɟʊːn kɲɟuːn mouse, rat ໜູ 
kɲɟɔk kɲɟɔk 
  
red squirrel ກະຮອກ 
kɲːʲeːm kɲɲeːm kɲːʲeːm kɲɲeːm porcupine ເໝ້ັນ 
kɲːɨa kɲɲɨa kɲːɨa kɲɲɨa ginger ຂີງ 
krpɨː krpɨː krpəɨ krpəɨ buffalo ຄວາຍ 
krpoːȷ̊ krpoːȷ̊ 
  
dust off body ປັດ 
krpɔŋː krpɔŋ 
  
clamber up   
krbal krbal krbaɨ krbaɨ crocodile ແຂ້ 
krbuː krbuː 
  
carry, cradle ອູ້ມ 
krboː krboː 
  
mak kho fruit ໝາກຄ່ໍ 
kɾboːⁱc krboːc 
  
hair bun ຜົມເກ້ົາ 
kɾbɔː deːk krbɔː deːk 
  
a big insect ແມງດາ 
krdɛʔ krdɛʔ 
  
food with rice flour ເຂ້ົາແປະ 
krdoːp krdoːp krdoːp krdoːp eyelid ໜັງຕາ 
krciːŋ krciːŋ 
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grgɔːk krgɔːk grgɔːk krgɔːk gibbon ທະນີ 
kɾʔɛː krʔɛː 
  















big leafy plant ຫຍ້າຄັດ 
krnəːw krnəːw 
  
to support during sleep   






sleep tangled together   
kɾnuːm krnuːm 
  
stool   
krniaȷ̊ krniaȷ̊ krniaȷ̊ krniaȷ̊ fingernail ເລັບມື 












to wrap ຫ່ໍ 
krhaːm krhaːm 
  
red (infant's feet) ຕີນແດງ 
kɾʋat krwat 
  
wrap around   
kɾʋaːŋ krwaːŋ 
  
wrap around ເກົາ 
krjauh krjoh krjauh krjoh saliva ນ້ໍາລາຍ 
kʰ 
     








slip down ຫລຸດ 
kʰaː kʰaː 
  
suppose   
kʰʊmː kʰum 
  
to urge ບອກ 




kʰɔːj trkʰɔːj kʰɔːj trkʰɔːj 
  
to jog   
kʰua kʰua 
  
every (day) ຄູ່ມ້ື 
kʰuar kʰuar huar huar to shave ແຖ 
kʰa̯baː kʰᵃbaː 
  











     
gɪnː gin ŋ̩gɪnː ŋgin nape of neck ງ່ອນ 
geːt pa̯ɣeːt geːt pᵃgeːt 
  
play dead   
geːŋ gaːŋ geːŋ gaːŋ 
  





not so much ບ່ໍປານໃດ 
gɛc ~ ŋ̩gɛc gɛc ~ ŋgɛc 
  
pick teeth ຈ້ີມແຂ້ວ 
gɛɲː gɛɲ 
  
in small pieces ມຸ່ນ ໆ 
gɨt gɨt 
  
tightly tied ແຫນ້ນ 




crab pincers ງ່າມປູ 
gəmː gəm 
  
entrap between legs ກາຍ 




gaːk mat gaːk mat 
  
messy-looking ຮົກ 
gaːw gaːw ta̯ɣaːw tᵃgaːw broken, snapped ຫັກ 
gaːw gaːw 
  
rhizome of banana tree ເຫງ້ົາຮາກ 
gujː guj 
  
kind of fruit ໝາກຢາງ 
guːk ŋ̩guːk guːk ŋguːk 
  
a big tree ໝາກຫວດ 






cut grass ເສຍຫຍ້າ 
gɔŋː gɔŋ 
  
hold in jaws ຄາບໄວ້ໃນປາກ 
gɔːk gɔːk 
  
small basket worn on side ກະຕ່າ 
gɔːm gɔːm gɔːm gɔːm jar ອຸ/ແອງ 
giat giat giat giat to itch ຄັນ 
gɾeːŋ greːŋ 
  
kind of bird   
gɾɛh grɛh 
  
clear throat   
gɾɨh grɨh 
  
hard, stable ຫມ້ັນຄົງ 
gɾaŋː graŋ 
  
Khang village ບ້ານຄັງ 
gɾaːt graːt gɾaːt graːt rust ຂ້ີໝ້ຽງ 
gɾaːȷ̊ graːȷ̊ 
  
scratch (thorn) ຂູດ 
ʔ 
     
ʔɪc ʔic ʔɪc ʔic excrement ຂ້ີ 
ʔɪnː ʔin 
  
this, now ປີນ້ີ 
ʔih ʔih ʔiːȷ̊ ʔiːȷ̊ not ບ່ໍ 
ʔih ɟɔʔ ʔih ɟɔʔ 
  
forbidden ຄະລໍາ 
ʔeːr ʔeːr ʔeːr ʔeːr fish with dragnet ອ້ວນປາ 
ʔɛɲː ʔɛɲ ʔɛɲː ʔɛɲ he/she/it (3s) ລາວ/ມັນ 
ʔɨh ʔɨh 
  
hot, stuffy ອົບເອ້ົາ 
ʔɨːɾ ʔɨːr ʔɨːɾ ʔɨːr reel in pain ຮ້ອງ 
ʔət ɲa̯nːiʔ ʔət ɲnniʔ ʔət ɲa̯nːɪʔ ʔət ɲᵃnniʔ endure pain ອົດທົນ 
ʔəːp ʔəːp ʔəːp ʔəːp cave ຖ້ໍາ 
ʔəːk ʔəːk 
  
improvised singing ລໍາຈືງ 
ʔəːn ʔəːn 
  
have, be ມີ 






ʔamː ʔam ʔamː ʔam to give ເອົາໃຫ້ 
ʔarː ʔar 
  
kind of tuber   
ʔaȷ̊ ʔaȷ̊ ʔaȷ̊ ʔaȷ̊ be swollen ບວມ/ໂປ 
ʔaɨ ʔaɨ ʔaɨ ʔaɨ I (1s) ຂ້ອຍ 
ʔaː ʔaː 
  
stop, cease ເຊົາ 
ʔaːc ʔaːc 
  
bother, mess with ລົບກວນ 
ʔaːk ʔaːk ʔaːk ʔaːk bow, crossbow ທະນູ 
ʔaːn ʔaːn 
  
kind of black ant   
ʔʊmː ʔum ʔʊmː ʔum to row, paddle ພາຍເຮືອ 
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ʔʊɲ ʔuɲ ʔʊⁱɲ ʔuɲ fire ໄຟ 
ʔʊɲ ˀɾɔŋ ˀɾoːc ʔuɲ ˀrɔŋ ˀroːc 
  
torch ໂດ້ນຟ້ືນ 
ʔʊlː ʔul ʔʊlː ʔulː slimy toad ອ່ືງເພ້ົາ 
ʔuːt ʔuːt 
  




ʔowː ʔow ʔowː ʔow be many (people) ຫຼາຍຄົນ 
ʔoːm ʔoːm ʔoːm ʔoːm to winnow (rice) ຝັດ (ເຂ້ົາ) 
ʔoːj ʔoːj 
  
autonym Oy ຊ່ືຄົນຊົນເຜ່ົາເອ້ີນຕົນເອງ 
ʔoːr ʔoːr ʔɔːr ʔɔːr to comfort (child) ປອບໃຈ 
ʔɔk hɾʔɔk ʔɔk hrʔɔk 
  
space between clavicles ກະຈອກຄໍ 
ʔɔh ʔɔh 
  
younger sibling ນ້ອງ 
ʔɔh ʔɔh 
  
put food out to eat ແຕ່ງພ່າເຂ້ົາ 
ʔɔːp ʔɔːp ʔɒːp ʔɔːp be narrow ຄັບແຄບ 
ʔɔːk maːw ʔɔːk maːw 
  
dark lines around neck   
ʔiat ʔiat 
  
drive animal ຈູງ 
ʔiar ʔiar ʔiɛɾ ʔiɛr chicken ໄກ່ 
ʔuat ʔuat 
  
file (teeth)   
ʔuac ʔuac 
  
to scoop (rice) ຕັກ 
ʔuar ʔuar 
  




ʔa̯ʔaːw ʔᵃʔaːw ʔ.ʔaːw ʔᵃʔaːw painful rash ເປັນຫືຼນ 
ʔrpənː ʔrpən 
  
sheaf (grain) ພ່ອນ/ມັດ (ເຂ້ົາ, ເຟືອງ) 






almost finished   
m̥ 
     
m̥ʊnː m̥un 
  
annoyed, rude ຊັງ 
m 
     
mɪʔ miʔ 
  




mih mih mih mih older uncle, aunt ລຸງ (ອ້າຍຂອງພ່ໍ) 
mih manː mih man 
  
child of younger sibling ຫລານ 
miːɾ miːr miːɾ miːr step-parent ແມ່/ພ່ໍນ້າ 
maiʔ meʔ maiʔ meʔ mother ແມ່ 
meːw meːw meːw meːw cat ແມວ 
mɛɲ mɛɲ 
  
oppose poor people marrying 
into family 
ດູທຸກ 
mɛː mɛː mɛː mɛː they (3p) ພວກເຂົາ 
mɨŋː mɨŋ 
  
to hope ຫວັງ 
mɨːt mɨːt 
  
kind of bird   
mɨːt mɨːt mɨːt mɨːt mist ນ້ໍາໝອກ 
mɨːm mɨːm mɨːm mɨːm beard ໜວດເຄົາ 
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maŋː maŋ maŋː maŋ night ກາງຄືນ 




totally dark sky ມືດ 
mah mah 
  
cotton plant ກົກຝ້າຍ 
maːt maːt maːt maːt flesh ຊ້ີນ 




maːŋ maːŋ maːŋ maːŋ mouth, to speak ປາກ 







brave, stubborn ກ້າຫານ 






joint of bamboo ຂ້ໍ (ໄມ້ໄຜ່) 
mʊmː mum 
  




muⁱɲː muɲ muⁱɲː muɲ unusually ugly   
mʊh muh mʊːh muːh nose ດັງ 
muːj muːj muːj muːj one (person) ນ່ຶງຄົນ 
moːŋ moːŋ mɔːŋ mɔːŋ cheek ແກ້ມ 
mɔk mɔk 
  










muan gʊnː muan gun 
  
spirit doctor ຫມໍຜີ 
muar muar muɐɾ muar woodborer beetle ຫມອດ 
muaȷ̊ muaȷ̊ 
  
whisper   
m̩pəːɲ mpəːɲ 
  
kind of rattan ຫວາຍໜູ 
m̩paːŋ mpaːŋ 
  
bitter green gourd ໝາກກະດອມ 
m̩puːj mpuːj 
  
Puy village ບ້ານປຸຍ 
ˀm̩pɔːm mpɔːm 
  
classifier for animals ໂຕ (ສັດ) 













ˀm̩bɨʔ bɨʔ mbɨʔ bɨʔ 
  
late afternoon   
m̩bʊŋ lʊŋː mbuŋ luŋ 
  
small-mouth fishbowl ໄຫຂັງປາ 
ˀm̩boːt mboːt 
  
trick, mess with ຫຼອກ 
m̩bɔːk mbɔːk m̩bɔːk mbɔːk tree bark ເປືອກໄມ້ 
m̩bɾaː mbraː 
  
in two days ມ້ືຮື 
ma̯ʔɨʔ mᵃʔɨʔ ma̯ʔɨʔ mᵃʔɨʔ squash, pumpkin ໝາກອຶ 
ma̯mɛc mᵃmɛc 
  
none at all ບ່ໍມີຈັກດ້ີ 
ma̯nɨmː mᵃnɨm ma̯nɨmː mᵃnɨm mountain ພູ 
ma̯nəːm mᵃnəːm 
  
begin to do ເລ້ີມເຮັດວຽກ 





ma̯nuȷ̊ mᵃnuȷ̊ ma̯nəjː mᵃnəj person ຄົນ 
ma̯nuːn mᵃnuːn 
  
ridge between paddies ຄັນແທນາ 
ma̯nuːⁱɲ mᵃnuːɲ ma̯nuːⁱɲ mᵃnuːɲ beak ສົບນົກ 
ma̯ɲʲaiʔ mᵃɲeʔ ma̯ɲʲaiʔ mᵃɲeʔ to wink ຍິບຕາ 
ma̯ŋəʔ mᵃŋəʔ 
  
nod head   
ma̯ŋaːŋ mᵃŋaːŋ ma̯ŋaːŋ mᵃŋaːŋ black ant ມົດຄັນ 
ma̯liː mᵃliː m̩liː mliː jackfruit ໝາກມ້ີ 
ma̯ɾiaʔ mᵃriaʔ 
  
same, likewise ຄືກັນ 
mnːuȷ̊ mnnuȷ̊ 
  
something boiled ຕ້ົມ 
mɲːua mɲɲua mɲːua mɲɲua pangolin ລ່ິນ 
ˀm 
     
ˀmɛc ˀmɛc ˀmɛⁱc ˀmɛc animal ໂຕສັດ 
ˀmɛɲː ˀmɛɲ ˀmɛɲː ˀmɛɲ be fast ໄວ 
ˀməːn ˀməːn 
  
how much (price) ເທ່ົາໃດ 








block, cover ກໍາບັງ 
ˀmah ˀmah 
  
refer to ວ່າ 
ˀmaːt ˀmaːt ˀmaːt ˀmaːt real ແທ້ 
ˀmʊnː ˀmun 
  
merit, luck ບຸນ 
ˀmuː ˀmuː 
  




ˀmɔːn ˀmɔːn ˀmɒːn ˀmɔːn place, location ສະຖານທ່ີ, ບ່ອນ 
ˀmia ˀmia 
  
skin bump ເປັນຕຸ່ມ 
ˀmɨa ˀmɨa ˀmɨa ˀmɨa rain (n) ຝົນ 
ˀmuan ˀmuan 
  
tell a tale ເລ່ົາເລ່ືອງ 
n̥ 
     




n̥ɔːp n̥ɔːp n̥ɔːp n̥ɔːp to defecate ຂັບຖ່າຍ, ຖ່າຍຫນັກ 
n 
     
neŋ noːŋ neŋ noːŋ 
  
luffa, sponge gourd ຍວງໝາກບວບ 
nɛː nɛː nɛː nɛː this ນ້ີ 
nɛːw nɨa nɛːw nɨa 
  
lineage, bloodline ສືບຕະກຸນ 
nɨk na̯nːɨk nɨk nᵃnnɨk 
  










nawː naw nawː naw time ຕອນ 




noːj noːj noːj noːj earthworm ຂ້ີກະເດືອນ 
nɔːk trnɔːk nɔːk trnɔːk 
  
play hide-and-seek   
niam niam 
  
recover from illness ເຊົາເຈັບ 








ˀn̩tɨːk ntɨːk n̩təːk ntəːk turtle ເຕ່ົາ 
ˀn̩tamː ntam 
  

















newly ໃຫມ່ ໆ 
n̩daːj ndaːj 
  
for now ຢ່າຟ້າວ 




Inthii village ບ້ານອິນທີ 
n̩drɛː ndrɛː 
  
three ago (years, days) ສາມປີຫັຼງ 
n̩dɾɨːŋ ndrɨːŋ 
  
platform under house ຕ່ຽງ 
n̩dɾaː ndraː 
  
two ago (years, days) ປີຊືນ 
ˀn̩dɾaːŋ ndraːŋ 
  
sieve for rice bran ເຂິງຮ່ອນຮໍາ 
n̩dɾɔŋː ndrɔŋ 
  




ˀn̩dɾiam ndriam n̩dɾiɐm ndriam spade ສຽມ 
na̯muŋː nᵃmuŋ 
  
catfish barb   
na̯moːŋ nᵃmoːŋ 
  
a kind of grasshopper   
na̯nɨŋː nᵃnɨŋ na̯nɨŋː nᵃnɨŋ upstream ທາງຕ້ົນນ້ໍາ 
na̯nɨːm nᵃnɨːm 
  








n̩sɨː nsɨː n̩sɨː nsɨː big bamboo ໄມ້ໄຜ່/ໄມ້ສ້າງໄຜ່ 
n̩saːj nsaːj 
  
fishing rod ເບັດ 
ˀn̩sɔːm nsɔːm 
  
sticky rice dessert ເຂ້ົາຕ້ົມ 
na̯nːɨk nᵃnnɨk 
  
young man ຜູ້ບ່າວ 
na̯nːamː nᵃnnam 
  
planted things ແນວປູກ 
na̯nːajː nᵃnnaj na̯nːajː nᵃnnaj river ແມ່ນ້ໍາ 
na̯nːɔʔ nᵃnnɔʔ 
  
things, items, objects ເຄ່ືອງຂອງ 
ˀn 
     









ˀnawː ˀnaw ˀnawː ˀnaw half a unit ເຄ່ິງໜ່ຶງ 
ˀnar ˀnar ˀnar ˀnar 
  












classifier for instrument ດວງ 
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ˀnɔh ˀnɔh ˀnɒh ˀnɔh ladle, scoop (n) ກະບວຍ 
ˀnɔh pʰuŋː ˀnɔh pʰuŋ ˀnɔh 
pʰʊŋː 
ˀnɔh pʰuŋ papaya  ໝາກຫຸ່ງ 
ˀnɔː ˀnɔː 
  
wild chestnut ໝາກກ່ໍ 
ˀnɔːt ˀnɔːt 
  
jerky (e.g., pork) ຊ້ີນຫລອດ 
ɲ 




ɲiː ɲiː ɲiː ɲiː husband of younger sister ນ້ອງເຂີຍ 
ɲʲeːt ɲeːt ɲʲeːt ɲeːt to drink ດ່ືມ/ກິນນ້ໍາ 
ɲʲɛɲː ɲɛɲ 
  




ɲʲɨːm ɲɨːm ɲʲɨːm ɲɨːm to weep ໄຫ້ 
ɲʲɨːȷ̊ ɲɨːȷ̊ ɲʲɨːȷ̊ ɲɨːȷ̊ exit ອອກ 
ɲah ɲah 
  
cock crossbow ດຶງ 
ɲaː ɲaː 
  








ɲ̩cɨːŋ ɲcɨːŋ ɲ̩cɨːŋ ɲcɨːŋ lean against ອີງ 
ɲ̩ɟɛʔ ɲɟɛʔ ɲ̩ɟɛːʔ ɲɟɛːʔ baby ເດັກນ້ອຍເກີດໃໝ່ 
ɲ̩ɟuːr ɲɟuːr ɲ̩ɟuːr ɲɟuːr warm oneself by fire ຜີງໄຟ 
ˀɲ̩ɟoːj ɲɟoːj 
  
bend down (plants) ຫມູບ 
ɲa̯nɪmː ɲᵃnim ɲa̯nɪmː ɲᵃnim whetstone, grindstone ຫີນຂົນພ້າ 
ɲa̯nɪwː ɲᵃniw 
  
fight (chickens) ຕີກັນ (ໄກ່) 




ɲʲa̯ntlap ɲᵃntlap ɲʲa̯ndlap ɲᵃndlap monkey ລີງ 
ˀɲ 
     
ˀɲaːn ˀɲaːn 
  
reach out ຢ້ື 
ˀɲuːj ˀɲuːj ˀɲuːj ˀɲuːj smoke ຄວັນ 
ŋ̊ 
     
ŋ̊anː ŋ̊an ŋ̊anː ŋ̊an to sleep ນອນຫັຼບ 
ŋ̊ajː ŋ̊aj ŋ̊ajː ŋ̊aj tomorrow ມ່ືອ່ືນ 
ŋ 
     
ŋɨnː ŋɨn 
  








ŋəːj ŋəːj ŋəːj ŋəːj sloped ຄ້ອຍ 
ŋawː ŋaw ŋawː ŋaw often ຕະຫຼອດ/ເລ້ືອຍໆ 
ŋaːj ŋaːj ŋaːj ŋaːj he, she, it, they (3generic) ພວກເຂົາ 
ŋaːw ŋaːw 
  









burn food ເຮັດໄຫມ້ 
ŋoːɲ ŋoːɲ 
  
to wish, want ຢາກ 
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ŋɔːh ŋɔːh ŋɔːh ŋɔːh to cut (hair) ຕັດຜົມ 
ŋiat ŋiat ŋiɐt ŋiat small carp ປາຊິວ 
ŋiaw ŋiaw ŋiaw ŋiaw black ດໍາ 
ŋuat ŋuat 
  









red ant ມົດແດງ 
ˀŋ̩kʊŋː ŋkuŋ ˀŋ̩kʊŋː ŋkuŋ seed ໃນ/ເມັດ 
ŋ̩kʊŋ boːn ŋkuŋ boːn 
  
Adam's apple ຄໍຫອຍ 
ˀŋ̩kua ŋkua 
  
kind of fish ປາກ້ັງ 







ˀŋ̩ʔɔːm ŋʔɔːm ˀŋ̩ʔɒːm ŋʔɔːm edible leaf ຜັກຂະແຍງ 
ŋ̩huːr ŋhuːr 
  
have a cold ເປັນຫວັດ 
ˀŋ 
     
ˀŋih ˀŋih ˀŋiːh ˀŋiːh to miss ຄິດຮອດ 





ˀŋaːm ˀŋaːm ˀŋaːm ˀŋaːm be sweet ຫວານ 
ˀŋuː ˀŋuː ˀŋuː ˀŋuː tree stump ຕໍໄມ້ 
s 
     
sɪp sip 
  
wear (earrings) ໃສ່ 
sɪc sic 
  
bump on something hard ຕໍາ 
seːt seːt 
  
too much ໂພດ 
seːw seːw 
  






leak (boat) ຮ່ົວ 
sɨːk sɨːk sɨːk sɨːk rice husk ເປືອກເຂ້ົາ 
səp səp 
  
complete, full ຄົບ 
səː səː səː səː self ຕົນເອງ 
səːk səːk 
  
strip off, peel off ປອກ 




səːr səːr snːəːr snnəːr help ຊ່ວຍ 
samː sam 
  
to rest ພັກຜ່ອນ 
sajː saj sajː saj previous (day, month, year) ເມ່ືອວານ 
saː saː 
  
stop (rain) ເຊົາ 
saː saː 
  
lift and shake ຮ້ືຂ້ຶນ 
saːp saːp 
  
big woven fish trap ລີ 
saːp saːp 
  













older sibling ອ້າຍ/ເອ້ືອຍ 
saːr saːr 
  
male (animal) ໂຕຜູ້ 
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saːɾ ka̯saːr saːr kᵃsaːr 
  
rake (n) ເຫັຼກກວາດຂ້ີເຫຍ້ືອ 
saːȷ̊ saːȷ̊ 
  
lacking food ຂາດຂອງກິນ 
saɨ saɨ saɨ saɨ thou (2s) ເຈ້ົາ 
sʊt sut sʊt sut bee ເຜ້ິງ 
sʊⁱc suc sʊⁱc suc to sting (bee) ຕອດ (ເຜ້ີງ) 






leftover (food) ເຫລືອ 
suːk suːk 
  
put through ສຸບ 
sauʔ soʔ sauʔ soʔ be rotten ເນ່ົາ 
soːp soːp 
  
eat scraps   
soːt soːt 
  
be blind ຕາບອດ 










siaʔ siaʔ siɐʔ siaʔ how many ເທ່ົາໃດ 
siaŋ siaŋ 
  
bamboo strip ຈັກຕອກ 
siaŋ pʰajː siaŋ pʰaj siaŋ pʰajː siaŋ pʰaj small bamboo ໄມ້ສ້າງໄຜ່ 
siaw suac siaw suac 
  
finished ແລ້ວ ໆ 










suaj suaj suaj suaj tail ຫາງ 
suar suar 
  
go along ໄປຕາມ 
sɾeːŋ sreːŋ 
  
craving   
sɾɛh srɛh 
  
chop (branch) ຕັດ 
sɾɨŋː srɨŋ sɾɨŋː srɨŋ surprised ຕ່ືນ 
sɾaːp sraːp 
  






lose weight ຈ່ອຍລົງ 






wag, swing ແກ່ວງຫາງ 





bait   
sa̯tarː sᵃtar 
  
sour-leaf vine   






cook in bamboo ຫລາມ (ໃສ່ກະບັງ) 
sa̯dɨk sᵃdɨk 
  
choke (intr.) ສະມັກອາຫານ 
sa̯dɨk sᵃdɨk 
  
pull up ເອົາຂ້ຶນ 
sa̯dɨːŋ sᵃdɨːŋ sa̯dɨːŋ sᵃdɨːŋ be thin ບາງ 




seed (for planting) ເຂ້ົາປູກ/ແນວພັນເຂ້ົາ 
sa̯dak sᵃdak 
  
hang (with noose) ຜູກຄໍຕາຍ 
sa̯dawː sᵃdaw 
  
wear hat ໃສ່ໝວກ 
sa̯daː sᵃdaː 
  
wash (dishes) ລ້າງ 
sa̯dʊmː sᵃdum 
  
put down ວາງ 
sa̯dʊnː sᵃdun 
  
move back ຖອຍໄປ 






turn upside-down ເອົາຫົວລົງ 
sa̯ɟua sᵃɟua sa̯ʝuɐ sᵃɟua boil rice ຫຸງ (ເຂ້ົາ) 
sa̯kajː sᵃkaj 
  
parent of spouse ພ່ໍແມ່ຂອງຜົວ/ເມຍ 
sa̯kaː sᵃkaː 
  
one's own ຂອງຕົນເອງ 
sa̯gaːw sᵃgaːw 
  










sa̯ʔiːt sᵃʔiːt sa̯ʔiːt sᵃʔiːt be slow ຊ້າ 
sa̯ʔəːŋ sᵃʔəːŋ 
  
clean, pure ສະອາດ/ບໍລິສຸດ 
sa̯ʔawː sᵃʔaw 
  
lose weight (animal) ຈ່ອຍລົງ 
sa̯ʔaːr sᵃʔaːr 
  
chicken crop ຫນຽງ 
sa̯ʔɔːm sᵃʔɔːm sa̯ʔɒːm sᵃʔɔːm fragrant ຫອມ 
sa̯mɨa sᵃmɨa 
  
bat (animal) ເຈຍ 
sa̯nah sᵃnah 
  










straw (for drinking) ທ່ໍດູດ 
sa̯ˀnaiʔ sᵃˀneʔ sa̯ˀnaiʔ sᵃˀneʔ too bad ເສຍດາຍ 
sa̯ŋɔː sᵃŋɔː 
  
pine tree ຕ້ົນແປກ 
sa̯sap sᵃsap 
  









cut into strips ຈັກຕອກ 
sa̯ʋiːw sᵃwiːw 
  






smash on ground ທຸບລົງ 
sa̯ʋar sᵃwar 
  
lost, confused ຫລົງທາງ 
sa̯ʋah sᵃwah 
  
search, rummage ຄ້ົນ 






jump over ກະໂດດ 

















almost dried up ນ້ໍາບົກ 
sɾaʔ sɾəːn sraʔ srəːn 
  
sympathize, pity ອ່ີຕົນ 
sɾaŋː sraŋ sɾaŋː sraŋ be dry ແຫ້ງ 
sɾaː sraː 
  
lose weight (human) ຈ່ອຍລົງ 
sɾaːc sraːc 
  
sow rice ຫວ່ານກ້າ 
sɾʊk sruk sɾʊk sruk village ບ້ານ 
sɾuː sruː 
  
to steam ໜ້ືງເຂ້ົາ 
sɾoːj sroːj 
  
know (about past)   
sɾɔː srɔː 
  
casting net ແຫ 
sɾiaŋ sriaŋ 
  
ant queen   
sruat sruat sruat sruat skin ຜິວໜັງ 
smbaːn smbaːn smbaːn smbaːn cloth ແພ 
smbɾaːt smbraːt smbɾaːt smbraːt naked ປະເປືອຍ 
smbɾaːj smbraːj 
  






fit together ເອາໄວ້ເປັນຄູ່ 
smbɾoːj smbroːj 
  
Chomphoi village ບ້ານຈອມໂພຍ 
smˀmaːj smˀmaːj 
  
fine, well ສະບາຍ 
smˀmaːj ˀmaːj smˀmaːj ˀmaːj 
  









peel (n) ສ່ິງທ່ີປອກແລ້ວ 
sa̯nːəːr snnəːr 
  
help each other ຊ່ວຍກັນ 
sa̯nːap snnap sa̯nːap snnap blanket ຜ້າຫ່ົມ 
sa̯nːuːr snnuːr 
  
cluster of bananas ເຄືອ 






deadfall (weighted trap) ຖັບ 
sŋgɔk sŋgɔk 
  
to knock (on door) ເຄາະ 
sŋgɾeːŋ sŋgreːŋ 
  






cause to not eat ບ່ໍໃຫ້ກິນເຂ້ົາ 
sɾpuac srpuac 
  
pick out (lice)   
sɾbəŋː srbəŋ 
  
to jump, leap ເຕ້ັນ 
srbaː srbaː 
  
long fishing rod ເບັດ 





clear (sound) ຊັດເຈນ 
srtawː srtaw srtawː srtaw roof ຫັຼງຄາ 
srdɨːn srdaːw srdɨːn srdaːw 
  
leafy plant   
srdəːw srdəːw 
  
place under ຮອງ 
srduːŋ srduːŋ 
  
hole in ground ຂຸມ 
sɾɟuh ɟɨa srɟuh ɟɨa 
  
praying mantis ແມງມ້າ 
sɾɟɨa ɟɾajː srɟɨa ɟraj 
  








crumb   
sɾkaʔ ka̯daːm srkaʔ kᵃdaːm 
  






make soup ແກງ/ຕ້ົມ 
srmɨːm srmɨːm 
  
thick facial hair   
sɾmɨːm maːm srmɨːm maːm 
  
small flying insect   
sɾmawː srmaw sɾmawː srmaw shadow, shade ຮ່ົມ, ເງົາ 
srŋɛː srŋɛː 
  
wild rice ເຂ້ົານົົກ 
srsɛɲː srsɛɲ srsɛɲː srsɛɲ gums ຟັນແຂ້ວ/ເຫງືອກ 
srsɨk srsɨk 
  
to trip, stumble ສະດຸດ 
srsauh srsoh srsauh srsoh lungs ປອດ 
sɾjɨːk srjɨːk 
  
clothesline   
h 
     
hɪr hir 
  







hɨt hɨt hɨt hɨt sniff ດົມ 
hɨt hɨt 
  






sick of, annoyed ໃຈຮ້າຍ 
hɨː hɨː 
  
to clear (field) ຖາງ 
hɨːm hɨːm 
  
spring water ບ່ໍນ້ໍາ 
hət hət hət hət early ໄວ 
həːr həːr 
  
swim upstream   
həːr ŋ̩həːr həːr ŋhəːr 
  
cool   







har har har har be spicy ເຜັດ 
haːp haːp haːp haːp to yawn ຫາວ 
haːw haːw 
  
to climb ຂ້ຶນ 
hʊc huc 
  




hoːm hoːm hoːm hoːm bathe (intr.) ອາບນ້ໍາ 
hɔk hɔk hɔk hɔk 
  
strongly desire ຢາກແຮງ 
hɔːk hɔːk 
  
to wear ນຸ່ງ 
hɔːm hɔːm 
  
not so much ບ່ໍປານໃດ 
hɨa hɔʔ hɨa hɔʔ 
  
plant with white flowers 
 
huat huat huat huat breathe ຫັນໃຈ 
huac huac 
  
ooze out   





to sprout ເກີດ 
ha̯diː hᵃdiː ha̯diː hᵃdiː halfway full ເຄ່ິງນ່ຶງ (ບ່ໍເຕັມ) 








kapok fluff ນ່ົນ 
ha̯ʔɔːŋ hᵃʔɔːŋ 
  
bee pollen   
ha̯mɨa hᵃmɨa 
  
be aware, conscious of ຮູ້ເມືອ 




hm̩piat hmpiat hm̩piat hmpiat tongue ລ້ິນ 
hɾdauʔ hrdoʔ 
  
kind of fish ປາຂາວມົນ 
hrʔəːm hrʔəːm hrʔəːm hrʔəːm to hate ຊັງ 
hɾmeːt hrmeːt hɾmeːt hrmeːt yellow ເຫືຼອງ 
hrmɨːȷ̊ hrmɨːȷ̊ hɾmɨːȷ̊ hrmɨːȷ̊ rhinoceros ແຮດ 













Lagnao village ບ້ານລະຍາວ 
w 






turn around ກັບໄປ 






sit in circle ນ່ັງເປັນວົງມົນ 
ʋeːr weːr 
  
all over (spread) ທ່ົວ 
ʋɛɲː wɛɲ 
  
twist together ກ້ິວ/ພ່ັນ/ມ້ວນ 
ʋɛː wɛː ʋɛː wɛː you (2p) ພວກເຈ້ົາ 






to wrap, coil ຄ້ຽນ 
ʋaʔ waʔ 
  
to open mouth ອາປາກ 
ʋanː wan 
  




ʋaː waː ʋaː waː they (3d) ພວກເຂົາ 
ʋaːc waːc 
  
form, dig with hands ຄວັດ 
ʋaːw waːw 
  




ʋoj sɾaʔ woj sraʔ 
  
sympathize, pity ອ່ີຕົນ 
ʋɔŋ ʋɛːw wɔŋ wɛːw 
  
to spin ໝູນຕົວ 
ʋiat wiat 
  
pinch and twist ບິດ 
ˀw 
     
ˀʋɛː ˀwɛː ˀʋɛː ˀwɛː toward (north, south) ທາງ 
ˀʋɨa ˀwɨa ˀʋɨɐ ˀwɨa wave at ເອ້ີນ 
l̥ 




l̥ɛːw l̥ɛːw l̥ɛːw l̥ɛːw flow, float ໄຫຼ 
l̥anː l̥an l̥anː l̥an stuck (in throat) ຄ້າງ 
l̥ajː l̥aj 
  
floating algae ເທົາ 




banana bunch ຫວີກ້ວຍ 
l̥aː l̥ɔːŋ l̥aː l̥ɔːŋ l̥aː l̥aː leaf ໃບໄມ້ 
l̥aːp l̥aːp l̥aːp l̥aːp feather ຂົນນົກ 
l̥aːt l̥aːt 
  
kind of fish ປາຕອງ 
l̥aːɲ l̥aːɲ 
  
scorpion fish ປາຫລົດ 
l̥ʊmː l̥um 
  
unstable (land) ດິນເຈືອນ 
l̥uːk l̥uːk 
  
step through hole   
l̥auh l̥oh 
  
broken, damaged ເພ 
l̥ɔː l̥ɔː 
  
revive, keep going ຟ້ືນຄືນ 
l̥ɔːŋ l̥ɔːŋ l̥ɔːŋ l̥ɔːŋ wood ໄມ້ 
l 
     
lɪp lip 
  
to close eyes ຫັຼບຕາ 
lɛc lɛc 
  
fall through hole ລົງປ່ອງ 
lɛʔ lɛʔ lɛʔ lɛʔ be short (length) ສ້ັນ 
lɛː lɛː 
  
kind of bamboo ໄມ້ໄລ່ 
lɨː lɨː 
  
make sound ດັງ 
ləp ləp 
  
make sound   
lək lək lək lək instance ເທ່ືອ 






fit (into hole) ສ່ໍາກັບ 
lat lat 
  
amputate, cut ຕັດ 
laʔ laʔ 
  
that, which ທ່ີ 
lanː lan lanː lan stuck ຄາ 
laŋː laŋ laŋː laŋ be hard ແຂງ 
lawː law 
  
question final particle ບ່ໍ 
lah lah 
  








laːk laːk laːk laːk be blunt ປູ້/ບ່ໍຄົມ 
laːɲ laːɲ 
  
to melt ລະລາຍ (ໄຂມັນ) 
laːj laːj 
  






lift up (pant legs) ຈ້ອນຂ້ິນ (ໂສ້ງ) 
lʊⁱc luc 
  
be infertile ເປັນໝັນ 
luk luk 
  
smear, spread ທາ 
lʊnː lun 
  
pass under ລອດ 
luːn luːn luːn luːn recover ເຊົາເຈັບ 
luːŋ luːŋ 
  
to invite ຊວນ 
lop lop 
  
flopped-over   
loŋː loŋ 
  
eldest child ລູກກົກ 
loː loː 
  
outie (navel) ສະບືຈຸນ 
lɔk lɔk 
  
dig hole ຂຸດ 
lɔʔ lɔʔ 
  








to capsize ເຮືອຈົມ 
lɔŋ lʊjː lɔŋ luj 
  
tomato ໝາກເລ່ັນ 
lɔh lɔh lɒh lɔh know ຮູ້ 
lɔː lɛːm lɔː lɛːm 
  
not serious ບ່ໍເອົາໃຈໃສ່ 
lɔːt lɔːt 
  
to shed skin ລອກຄາບ 
lɔːk lɔːk 
  












take oyster from shell   
liaŋ liaŋ liaŋ liaŋ spoon ບ່ວງ 
liaŋ baŋː liaŋ baŋ 
  
temple (head) ຂະຫມັບ 
liaŋ lɨːp liaŋ lɨːp 
  
scapula   
lua lua 
  




luan luan luɐn luan be round ມົນ 
luaȷ̊ luaȷ̊ 
  
take off (shoes) ຖອດ 
luah luah luɐh luah to flow ໄຫຼ 
la̯ŋoːk lᵃŋoːk 
  
kind of mushroom   
la̯ʋeːŋ la̯ʋaːŋ lᵃweːŋ lᵃwaːŋ 
  
windy (plowed path)   
la̯loːŋ lᵃloːŋ la̯lɔːŋ lᵃlɔːŋ shin ໜ້າແຂ່ງ 
ˀl 
     
ˀlɛʔ ˀlɛʔ 
  






yank, pry ດຶງ 
ˀlɔːŋ ˀlɔːŋ 
  
stalk of leaf ກ້ານໃບ 
ˀlɨa ˀlɨa bɾɨɐ brɨa chew ຫຍ້ໍາ 
ˀlua ˀlua 
  
fall over ລ້ົມ 
ˀluac ˀluac 
  
dig, pull out ຄວັດ, ແກະ 
j 
     
jɨk jɨk 
  




jɨːȷ̊ jɨːȷ̊ jɨːȷ̊ jɨːȷ̊ branch, stick ກ່ິງໄມ້ 
jək jək 
  
saggy (breasts) ຍານ 
jaʔ jaʔ ʝaʔ jaʔ grandparent ພ່ໍເຖ້ົາ 
jaʔ jɔː jaʔ jɔː 
  
grandparents   
jaːw jaːw jaːw jaːw to chase ໄລ່ 
jaːj jaːj 
  
spouse's older sibling ລຸງ (ອ້າຍຂອງຜົວ) 
jaːr jaːr 
  
stretchy (skin) ຍານ 




juːk juːk juːk juːk cloud ເມກເຝືອ 
juːŋ juːŋ 
  






imperative final particle ເດີ 
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jɔh jɔh jɒh jɔh be straight ຊ່ື 
jɨa jɨa jɨɐ jɨa we (1d exc.) ພວກເຮົາ 
jua jua 
  






pick up dirty dishes ມ້ຽນພ່າເຂ້ົາ 
ˀj 
     
ˀjeːŋ ˀjeːŋ ˀjeːŋ ˀjeːŋ gold ຄໍາ 
ˀjəːŋ ˀjəːŋ ˀjəːŋ ˀjəːŋ 
  
happy, at ease ສະໜຸກສະບາຍ 
ˀjaː ˀjaː ˀjaː ˀjaː medicine ຢາ 
ˀjaːŋ ˀjaːŋ ˀjaːŋ ˀjaːŋ 
  
perfectly made ງາມ 




     
ɾ̥ɪn r̥in 
  
afraid (of event) ຢ້ານຕາຍ 
ɾ̥eːŋ r̥eːŋ 
  
straw ເຟືອງ, ເຟືອງເຂ້ົາ 
ɾ̥ɛː ɾɔːp r̥ɛː rɔːp 
  
go play, visit ໄປຫ້ິຼນ 
ɾ̥ɨp r̥ɨp 
  












Hom village ບ້ານຮົມ 
r̥əːŋ r̥əːŋ 
  
go insane, wild ເປັນບ້າ 
r̥ap r̥ap 
  
grab, catch ຈັບ 
r̥ah r̥ah 
  
unroll, unwrap ປູ 
r̥aːŋ r̥aːŋ 
  
Puy village ບ້ານປຸຍ 
r̥uh r̥uh 
  
fall out ຫລ່ົນ 
r̥oːk r̥oːk ɾ̥oːk r̥oːk mud ຂ້ີຕ້ົມ 
ɾ̥ɔk daːk r̥ɔk daːk 
  
a plant in water   
r̥ɔŋː r̥ɔŋ ɾ̥ɔŋː r̥ɔŋ neck ລໍາຄໍ 
ɾ̥ɔːŋ r̥ɔːŋ ɾ̥ɒːŋ r̥ɔːŋ loose ຫົຼມ 
r̥iaŋ r̥iaŋ 
  




r̥iaȷ̊ r̥iaȷ̊ ɾ̥iaȷ̊ r̥iaȷ̊ root ຮາກ 
r̥uaɲ r̥uaɲ 
  
wrinkle (skin) (ໜັງ) ຫ່ຽວ 
r̥uajː r̥uaj r̥uajː r̥uaj fly (n) ແມງວັນ 
r 
     
ɾiːk riːk 
  
fat (adj) ອ້ວນ 
rɛc rɛc 
  
chop (wood) ຕັດ 
ɾɛʔ rɛʔ 
  
leave, depart from ໜີ/ໄປ 
rɛː rɛː ɾɛː rɛː to swim ລອຍນ້ໍາ 
rɛː rɛː 
  









big and round ໃຫຍ່ 
ramː ram ɾamː ram to shiver ສ່ັນ 
rawː raw 
  
direct (adj) ລັດ 
ɾajː raj 
  
wake up (intr.) ຕ່ືນນອນ 




to harrow ຄາດ 
raː raː 
  
person classifier ຄົນ 
ɾaːŋ raːŋ 
  
watch, look ເບ່ິງ 
raːw raːw ɾaːw raːw to wash ລ້າງ 
raːj raːj 
  
kind of mushroom ເຫັດປວກ 
ɾuʔ ruʔ 
  
be damaged ເພ 
ɾuːt ruːt ɾuːt ruːt massage ນວດ 
rauh roh rauh roh to launder ຊັກຜ້າ 
ɾoːⁱc roːc ɾoːⁱc roːc twilight ຄ່ໍາ 













ɾian rian ɾiɐn rian to tell ບອກ 
ruat ruat ɾuɐt ruat buy ຊ້ື 
ruaȷ̊ ruaȷ̊ ɾuaȷ̊ ruaȷ̊ elephant ຊ້າງ 
ɾa̯raːw rᵃraːw 
  
wash dishes ລ້າງຖ້ວຍ 
ɾa̯ɾauh rᵃroh 
  
do laundry ຊັກເຄ່ືອງ 
ˀr 
     
ˀɾeːŋ ˀɾeːŋ ˀreːŋ ˀreːŋ 
  
together ພ້ອມກັນ, ນໍາກັນ 
ˀrɛh ˀrɛh ˀrɛh ˀrɛh lichen ຝາກກົກໄມ້ 
ˀɾəː ˀrəː 
  




red fruit ໝາກຄ່ໍແລນ 






carry on shoulder pole ຫາບ 
ˀɾaːŋ ˀraːŋ 
  
sift (rice bran) ຮ່ອນ 
ˀrɔːŋ ˀrɔːŋ 
  
staircase ຂ້ັນໃດ 
 
